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ADJOURN TONIGHT

ANOTHER ROLAND IN
THE SENATORIAL

President Signs Bill Assuring
Federal Buildings to Las
Vegas and Las Cruces

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1910
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Robbed on Street of New

Former U. S. Civil Service Commissioner James Williams, Now a
Healthseeker at Silver City,
Is Hankering After a
HERE

VISIT

TO

F, NEW MEXICO,

declared he would welcome an investigation of the charges so that tine
whole matter might be brought out
before a body authorized to deal with
his allegations. It is not improbable
that such an investigation will be
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CATRON RETURNS

Oyster Bay, N. Y.( June 25. While He Died Shortly Afterwards in He Was in Thick of Fray and
Important Legislation Disposed echoes
of Roosevelt marriage bells are
Throws Interesting Side-lighof on Final Day of
HospitalBandits Make
stil heard, it is reported here by
ts

friends of the family that there is to
be another wedding within the family
in the near future. Miss Ethel Roosevelt entertained at Sagamore Hill as
her personal guest James Thompson
Williams, Jr., son of Bishop Williams,
of South Carolina, and a former newspaper man and prospective United
States senator from New Mexico.
Williams was recognized by several
newspaper men, but before they could
reach him Miss Eethel had called to
him from her dogcart. There was considerable noise accompanying the arrival of the train, but her welcoming
shout sounded like "Jim! Jim!" Then
he saw her, jumped across the roadway and upon the high seat beside
her. They clasped hands for a moment, and the next the horse was off
at a lively trot, turning the first corner in the liveliest kind of a man-

Session.

Special to the New Mexican.

June

25.

'Congress
Washington,
will adjourn at 11 o'clock tonight. Tire
President approved the Andrews bill
for $20,000 additional for the Albuquerque federal building, as well as
$15,000 sites for Las Vegas, Las Cruces, assuring federal buildings at an
early date for those cities.
H.
General Frank
Postmaster
Hitchcock will visit New Mexico this
summer.
Delegate Andrews will be busy closing work in the department for several days before going to take part
in the New Mexico statehood camAndrews will fight to have
paign.
the next battleship named New Mexico. Curry, Llewellyn, Leahy, Spiess,
Muller, A. H. Hilton, will leave for
home today to enter the statehood
campaign.
Will Adjourn at Eleven Tonight.
Washington, D. C, June 25. The
House and Senate passed a joint resolution to adjourn finally at 11 o'clock

tonight.
Pension

Agencies

Will Be

ner.
Williams and Miss Roosevelt passed
the afternon walking through the
grounds of Sagamore Hill, and Miss
Roosevelt drove him to station late
in the day.
Mr. Williams has been at Silver City
Retained. for his health.

Washington, D. C, June 25. The
House conferees yielded on the ques- MRS. MARY A. LAVENDER
GIVEN $4,000 VERDICT.
tion of dispute over the pensions appropriations bill and the conference
report was agreed to by the House. She Charged Pastor of Woodlawn M.
E. Church at Chicago With
The House wanted to abolish all penSlander and Sued for $50,000,
sion agencies, but the one at Washington, but the Senate would not agree.
All the present agencies will be retainChicago, 111., June 25. Mrs. Mary
ed. The pension bill carries $156,000,-000- . A. Lavender, who sued Rev. E. D.
Crawford, pastor of the Woodlawn
Methodist Episcopal chruch for
BallingerfPinchot Oommlittee.
charging slander, was awarded
Washington, June 25. The
by a jury which returned its verinvestigation committee,
met this morning, and adjourned to dict to Judge Mandan's court today.
Mrs. Lavender charged Dr. Crawmeet in Minneapolis on September 5
when an effort will be made to agree ford, who accused her to various peron a report.
sons of having been unduly intimate
Another Investigation Coming.
with John D. Leek, a former pastor
25. Senator of Woodlawn church, later at the head
June
Washington,
Gore today presented to the Senate of the Western Avenue M. E. church,
a resolution providing for an inves- but at present a business man. Dr.
tigation of the employment of private Crawford alleged that Mrs. Lavender
counsel in connection with the sale had confessed to him and his talk
of lands belonging to tlhe Chickasaw concerning the case was due to a deIt sire to preserve the honor of the
and Choctaw tribes of Indians.
was agreed to by the Senate.
church.
A Million Wanted to Prevent Flood
Ballin-ger-Pinch-

$50,-00-

0

$4,-00-

0

,

Damage.

Washington, June 25. The President today will send a message to
Congress urging the appropriation oi
a million dollars to he used by the
President at his discretion to prevent
serious flood damage threatened in
the Imperial valley district of California by high water in the Colorado
river.
Appalachian Forest Revenue.
Washington, D. C, June 25. An
agreement has been reached In the
Senate postponing a vote on the Appalachian forest revenue bill until
February 25th next.
White Slave Bill to Become Law.
Washington, D. C, June 25. The
Mann "white slave" bill, designed to
prevent the shipment of women and
girls from one state to another for
immoral purposes, was passed by the
Senate today. It had been previously
passed by the House. President Taft
will sign the measure.
President Taft Gives Warning.
Washington, D. C, June 25. President Taft, it was reported today, will
send a message to Congress before adjournment is taken tonight, saying
he will sign the rivers ' and harbors
bill, but he will never again approve a
measure along the same lines.
Washington, June 25. The President this afternoon signed the rivers
and harbor bill.
Gore Makes Sensational

Charge.
Senator
Gore of Oklahoma disclosed in tlhe
Senate yesterday what he interpreted
as an effort to bribe him in conection
with legislation affecting the fortune
in attorney's fees claimed by J. E.
McMurray of Oklahoma for service
rendered to the Choctaw and Chica-sanation in land and townsite cases.
The charge created a sensation in
the Senate, which later extended to
the House. The latter body in consequence sent back to conference the
general deficiency bill which carried
an item relating to contracts between

Washington,

June

25.
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WAR
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Catholics Are Bitterly Opposed to Proposed Lay
School System

Good Escape.

on It.

Lynn, Mass., June 25. Three robbers shot and killed Thomas A. L.
Landrewgan, a prominent shoe manufacturer of this city on the street
Policeman
today, fatally wounded
James Carrol and seized from
a bag containing $6,000
which the manufacturer had just
drawn from the bank as the weekly
pay roll for his factory. The men escaped. Carrol died shortly after being taken to the hospital.
Lan-drewga-

Robbers Rounded Up.
Lynn, Mass., June 25. In little less
than an Ihour after the shooting, Patrolman Thompson saw one of the
robbers on Granite street. After ordering him to surrender he opened
fire and the man returned the fire.
The robber finally was fatally wounded and before he expired said his
name was Abba Anson of New York
In the meantime, Policeman
City.
Grady ran across another of the robbers, near the Lynn hospital and fired
several shots at the robber, who returned the fire. One of Grady's bullets struck the man below t)he waist.
The bandit's condition is serious. The
third of the trio was captured without a fight a short distance from
where the robber was shot. Search of
the robbers' clothing resulted in the
recovery of more than $4,500. They
had thrown away practically all the
silver to ligihten their burden.
'""'""
A Notorious Outlaw.
Lynn, Mass., June 25pp4Trspector
Morrisey of the Boston police department identified one of the men as one
Kovans, a Jamacia Plains outlaw, who
held that suburb of Boston in terror
two years ago.

House committee on territories, acted as the true blue friend of the territories. It was the plan of the enemies of New Mexico to force the statehood bill into conference and there
to throttle it or to have it emerge
in such shape that the territories
would not accept its provisions. It is
at that point that Representative
Hamilton's stand for concurrence in
the Senate bill saved the day for statehood. It was his own measure he
BRINGS BIG
sacrificed and his own heart's desire
FIGHTERS TOGETHER. to
give the territories the most liberal bill that could be drafted, that he
--

MULDOON

Dove of Peace Hovers Over Pugilistic

Camps at Reno But Only for the
Brief, Uncertain Present.

Reno, Nev., June 25 Peace has
been declared between the John L.
Sullivan and Jeffries camp. Shortly
before noon, Sullivan made a second
foltrip to Mason Springs and there
with
Corbett,
reconcilation
lowing a
he shook hands with Jeffries and the
breach between the famous ring men

HELD FOR GRAND JURY
IN $5,000 BAIL.

7T7;....

woman Mccusea ut wuiciimng money
From Raton Bank Under False

GRAN D

JURY

S

BETS

BUSY

Seventeen Counts Altogether in
the Three Bills That Were
Presented.

Pretenses.

Special to the New Mexican.
the Indians and their attorneys.
Roy, K M., June 25. A prelimiAs the result of the denounement nary hearing in the case of the Ter- Senator Gore finally involved a memof New Mexico vs. a woman,
ber of the Senate committe on Indian was held before Justice James L.
at Roy, Wednesday The de- affairs, a member of the House committee on Indian affairs, two former fendant was charged, with having ob- Senators one from Nebraska and the
several hundred dollars from
other from Kansas, but whose names a bank at Raton, by means of false
were not made public in debate. In pretenses and worthless checks. The
response to a suggestion by Senator court bound the defendant over to the
court to await the action of
Bailey that he should name the Senate member of the Indian affairs the grand jury in a 'bond in the sum
committee, Mr. Gore demurred, but of $5,000.

Philadelphia Publishers Will
Soon Learn Where New
Mexico Is.
Acting Governor Jaffa's office is being turned into an information bureau
since the good news has cone around
the world that New Mexico is soon
to become a state. Many people a!I
oer the country want to know one
thing or another about New Mexico,
the great advertisement
showing

statehood really

Springfield, 111., June 25. The Sangamon county grand iurv today re- turned the following indictments in
the legislative bribery probe: Conspir-ritor- y
acy to
bribe,
Representative lee
O'Neil Browne, Representative
ert E. Wilson, Frank J. Traut, Louis
D. Hirscheimer;"
bribery, A. J. John-taine- d
son; perjury, a! B. Johnston. Browne
and Wilson were also indicted on the
general "jack pot" proposition. There
are three count3 each in the conspir-distriacy indictments; two in the perjury
indictment, and twelve in the bribery
indictment.
Rob-McF-

ct

is.

Mr. Jaffa received a long query today for information for South American republics.
The mileage of railroads in the Territory, the length of
telegraph lines and various other matters were gone into. Mr. Jaffa intends to furnish the information.
A week or two ago even a well
known eastern publishing
house
which gets out an atlas was ignorant
that New Mexico is a part of the United States judging by a letter written
by the firm to a Santa Fean stating
that the firm would pay the express
charges on the printed matter but
that the Santa Fean would have to
"arrange the duty which would be
about ten per cent."
Pistol Thief Arrested.
Captain Fornoff of the mounted police received word that Samuel Phillips, aged 3S, of Estancia, had been
arrested by Mounted Policeman John
Collier for the theft of a pistol which
was found on him. He soon discovered that it costs money to carry pistols in New Mexico. He paid the fine
and was given hours to leave Estancia.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Acasio Gallegos has gone
to Torrance county on business.
Miss Eva Wientgo, stenographer of
the department of education was called to Albuquerque by the death of
her aunt.
The clerk sil the district court is
issuing summons in the suit recently
filed by Attorneys Venable and Mann
by the Pittsburg Trust Co., et als, vs.
the New Mexico Central Railway, et
als., and the same trust company vs.
the Albuquerque Eastern Railway, et
als., the suits being for the foreclosure of mortgage bonds.

SAN ANTONIO HAS AESTHETIC

CHIEF OF POLICE.
San Antonio, Texas, June 25. Although the Catholic Central Union of
this city characterized the dancing
of a modern Salome at one of the
local theaters as a "degradation of
womanhood" and "a paramount danger to the morals and fair name of
our people," Chief of Police Charles
W. McCabe has so far not seen the
exhibition in that light. Before he
has made a personal investigation,
ihe says, no steps to stop the performance will be taken by him. He is of
the opinion that the performance, as
described to him, has its artistic features and does not necessarily cause
any blushes. To make sure of this,
however, he will himself witness one
of the dances of the woman with the
seven veils.

VILE EVIL DOER
RAPTURED BY POSSE.
Phoenix, Ariz., June 25. After finding his little daughter lying in a
gulch where she had been brutally
mistreated, James Hayden, a rancner
at Buckeye, yesterday organized a
relinquished."
posse who pursued and captured E.
Mr. Catron believes that a
constitutional
convention, Sabine, a ranch hand, who it is said
though theoretically not so objection- confessed the crime. The girl is nineable, is impracticable and would be years old and her condition is so sera mistake.
expects New ous that she may not live. Sabin was
Congress
Mexico to show that it is Republican brought to the county jail here last
i
and tlhe election of a Republican con- night.
PRELIMINARY HEARING OF
stitutional convention would not only
ALLEGED TRAIN ROBBER.
demonstrate this but would also assure a safe constitution. "No hybrid,
M. R. Smith Accused of Crime That
SCHOOL OF
nondescript convention for me," is his
is Punishable by Death in New
conclusion.
Mexico.
The New Mexico Judgeships.
Mr. Catron reports that the illness
Special to The New Mexican.
of Senator Dillingham of the subAlamogordo, N. M. June 25. A preon
committee of the Senate committee
liminary
hearing was given M. R.
judiciary, which had in charge the
before U. S. CommissionSmith
Ca-lien- te
today
Mc-Fiof
Ruins
of
Ojo
Survey
appointments of Judges John R.
M. Parker here. Smith is accused
er
and E. C. Abbott, had prevented
Valley Proves Them of the sensational train hold up at
a confirmation; that if Senator DilCarrizozo recently. A number of witto Be Extensive
lingham can attend a meeting of the
nesses from Carrizozo were present.
the nominations will
The porter whom the robber forced to
be reported and acted upon, but if
him in holding up the pasovhold
would
McFie
that
not,
ALTERATIONS ON OLD PALACE accompany
Judge
he would identify Smith
said
sengers
Deer and would be confirmed at the
as the man and so do two passengers.
session of Congress, the
cember
President if necessary making a re- Fellow of . Oxford University In New Mexico, train robbery is punishable by death. Smith was arrested
appointment, although, it is believed
Research
Here
for
Original
Abby Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley.
Mr.
that this is not necessary.
Assistant U. S. Attorney H. W.
Work.
bott may withdraw from the race on
of Las Vegas "appeared for the
Clark
statenear
of
account of the
approach
and George Pence of Cargovernment
hood. For the position made vacant
The alterations on the Old Palace, rizozo, for the defendant. The govof
Judge Cooley, necessary for the installation of the
by the resignation
District Attorney E. R. Wright, Attor- Rito de los Frijoles room, are nearing ernment rested and witnesses for the
defense are now on.
ney Ralph C. Ely and Hon. Bernard completion.
It is expected that the
S. Rodey are the leading candidates.
front part of the building which is to
ERVIEN AND SULLIVAN IN
Mr. Catron appears hale and hearty be devoted to
and the
administration,
DEMING ON WAY HOME.
and while the Beveridge statehood museum rooms in which are to be disbill Is not all that New Mexico de- played the ancient culture of Paja-ritDeming, N. M., June 25. Land Comsired, yet, its passage is very satisPark can be opened soon after
R. P. Ervien and Territorial
missioner
the
has
as
it
to
given
him,
1.
factory
July
L. Sullivan, of the
Vernon
someEngineer
S. G. Morley reports to Director
Territory an enabling act,
roads
commission, are
for
territorial
for
worked
good
he
has
sturdily
thing
Hewett that the archaeological surin
the vicinity of
roads
the
decades.
several
vey of the Ojo Caliente valley can be inspecting
Mr. Catron brought with him a copy completed next week. The extent of Deming in company with Dr. J. G.
of the enabling act comparing it sec- the ancient ruins in the valley far ex- Moir, chairman of the good roads comtion for section and clause for clause ceeds expectations and it is intimat- mittee of the Deming Chamber of
with the Hamilton bill, clearly point- ed that the results will be of the Commerce, and N. A. Bolich, a mem-be- r
Messrs. Sulof that committee.
ing out differences. In Mr. Catron's highest scientific importance. This is
state
can
be
arrived
in Deming
Ervien
a
Mexico
and
livan
New
opinion,
a joint work of the School of Archaeby July 4, 1911, hut it is entirely up ology and the Bureau of American about noon yesterday by automobile
to the voters.
Frederick W. Hodge, from Silver City where they have been
Archaeology.
chief of the bureau, and well known inspecting the Mogollon road.
Republican Congress Assured.
Irvine & Raithel are installing an
Mr. Catron referred to the very evi- for his works on southwestern history
dent growth, especially during the past and ethnology, will arrive later in electric motor to run their ice cream
few weeks, of President Taft, In the the summer to participate in the work freezer.
Wednesday night and Friday night
in person.
public esteem. The President has
After July, headquarters
the most important legislation of the expedition will be in El Rito de cars of flour standing on the Southern
any president ever obtained from Con- Frijoles. The force in the field this Pacific tracks were broken Into and
gress and has done so without creat- week consists of Sylvanus G. Mor- robbed of a few sacks of flour. There
ing business disturbance or undue ley, archaeologist, J. P. Adams, sur- is no clue as yet to who committed
s
,
commotion. It is apparent also, that veyor, Donald Beauregard, draftsman the theft.
Harry S. Plummer and George S.
the insurgent movement has waned and artist; Neil Judd, disbursing ofBosworth each gave notice today of
and that the insurgent congressmen ficer. A force of Indians from San
are having the time of their life to
is employed on excavations. his intention to make final proof on
These two
a his homestead entry.
Miss Barbara Freire-Marecchold on to their seats in Congress. A
few weeks ago there were many doubt- Fellow of Oxford University, England, claims lie a few miles east of Deming
ers, even among Republicans, whether arrived today, via Washington, D. C, near Came station.
H. C. Teel, of Indianola, Neb., is
President Taft would make good, but to take up special studies In ethnotoday even Democrats admit that logy under the direction of the school. prospecting in the valley.
R. E. "Laffoon, of the firm of McCan
President Taft has succeeded in per- She comes for a term of from one to
ful- two years of original research work & Laffoon, Is in Missouri making arsuading or compelling Congress to
fill every, party pledge, and that a Re among the Indians of the southwest.
rangements to move his family here.
e

;

thetate."

STATEHOOD BRINGS NOTORIETY

AHEOLOGY

DIED)

KtlDW

Mr. Jaffa Is Asked to Tell
of Rails and Wires in
New Mexico

I

ON KNOX.

PERJURY

WANJVfJ

i

REVOLUTIONISTS
DEMAND

AMERICA

j

was healed. W'illiam Muldoon, Sullivan's old trainer, was given the
credit of bringing them together and
he is being congratulated on every
hand.
NICARAGUAN
MAKE

publican Congress is assured for the
next two years.
Andrews Flag Bearer.
Mr. Cation l.joimht back with hiin
a fine photograph of President Taft
with the President's Miniature underneath, and the expression tli;it there
is a certainty of early statehood. Mr.
Catron did not brim; with him the
flag that waved over the House when
the House concurred in the Senate bill
hut. says that Delegate Andrews will
bring it. Mr. Andrews is expected to
start for the Territory as soon as
some
Congress adjourns, probably
time next, week, as he is scheduled to
speak at Las Vegas July 4. Mr. Catron spoke in high terms also in addition to those mentioned previously
Of the work accomplished
for statehood by all of the men from New
Mexico, including Governor Mills, former Governor
Curry, Charles A
Spiess, E. C. Abbott, E. V. Dobson,
Judge Edward A. Mann, David J.
Leahy, Major W. H. H. Llewellyn and
others.
In conclusion he reiterated:
"New Mexico will be a state by
July 4, 101 1. There is no need of the
people of New Mexico worrying about
the possibility of being kept out of
the Union because of the constitution
that will be drafted. Of course. New
Mexico will draft a suitable constitution. The mere suggestion of anything else is absurd. We are going
to come into the Union and by July
4 of next year and our star will
be
added to the others."

non-partisa- n

They Ask That Filibusterer Columbia
Be Intercepted and Ammunition
for Madriz Seized.
VATICAN IS HELD RESPONSIBLE
Waslfington, June 25. Dr. Salvador Castrillo, Estrada's representative
here, today demanded of Secretary
the
So Says Prime Minister in Plead Knox that the commander of waAmerican warships in Nicaragua
ing for Revision of Conters be instructed to intercept the
cordat.
Columbia, which cleared from New
Orleans on Friday, and to seize the
al25.
Premier Canale ammunitions of war which she is
Madrid, June
to
to
be
consigned
carrying
ja's religious reform policy has leged
a
Madriz
commander.
Julian
Irias,
1
the
bitter
of
aroused
Span-antagonism
ish episcopate and of the Catholic societies throughout the country. At a
meeting of the Catholic defense societies it was announced that before the
policies outlined were permitted to become law, Spain would undergo a
perilous crisis, for the Catholics preferred civil war.ito a lay school system. Canelejas issued a statement to
,
day that if the negotiations between
c tihe Snanisb eovernment. nnd the Vati- - democratic Statesmen Ot 30can over a revision of the concordat
vereign State of Illinois
were broken off, Rome will be responAre Indicted
sible. "The church falsely accuses
us of an attack on the Catholic reli- fend'ing the sovereignty of

Hon. Thomas B. Catron
returned
last evening from a strenuous trip the
greater part of which he spent in
Washington staying right with the
statehood bill and following every
movement of the secretly opposing
forces, checkmating them at every
move. Mr. Catron is generous
in
ascribing to Delegate W. H. Andrews
great credit for the final passage of
the measure. "He worked day and
night," said Mr. Catron, "and he never
made a wrong move at any time." Unfortunately, Senator Boies Penrose,
the mainstay of Mr. Andrews fell il!,
seriously ill at the critical time. However, the close friendship of Mr. Catron with Senator Elkins of West
of
Virginia, and Senator Gallinger
New Hampshire, and with other members of the highest legislative body
of the nation, gave the friends of
statehood powerful allies who bent
every effort to secure the passage of
an enabling act. President Taft and
Postmaster General Hitchcock never
relaxed until the bill became law.
"Nor must it be forgotten," said Mr.
Catron, "that. Representative Hamilton of Michigan, the chairman of the
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Wheat
Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
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I saw her standing,
As Love that fears

Shy,

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoe. If you have tired, achIt
ing feet, try Allen's Foot-Ease- .
rests the feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Cures aching, swollen,
Relieves corns
hot, sweating feet.
and bunions of all pain and gives rest
and comfort. Always use it to Break
in Xew Shoes. Try it today. Sold
everywhere, 25 cts. Don't accept any
substitute.
For FREE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N.

wildflower-face-

and

d

Winter Grocery

White kisses for
They streamed
where,
And with them,
hair,
A silken breath,

Co.
No. 40

Telephone

PITV

miuuii uii

i

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

TflDlPO

lunuu

Denver, Colo., June 25. The
forecast is generally fair to- night and Sunday with station- ary temperature.

every-

promise

MIMDD

i

the trees and gross,
in

BROS CO

had

Spring, in her robe of cloud and sun,
Wafting, with lips of redbud blush,
Into the air's attentive hush,
Assurance of the love begun:

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

tnta F:

wind

SELIGMAN

, Y.

wildflower-eyed-

rent:

WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza,

Ul.

reticent
to be denied,

Spring mid the pods the

Alio VARIETY FRESH YEAST

y

USE ALLEN FOOTEASE

IID

SILK 0' THE WEED,
(By Madison Cawein in Success Magazine.)
Where, under boughs of willow-gray- ,
By banks the blades began to pierce,
And leaflets pricked up pearly ears
To hear the things brids had to say:

Bobolink
WE

TUC n.MI V QMIMn
MIL UfllLI UUUilU

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1910.

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles
X
J

are disposing of our entire stock
leather goods at actual cost. It

We

bright with blowing

EVERY THREAD WOOL

of
will pay you to look into this. Fisch-

I saw her pass.

er Drug Company.
ReRepublican County Chairman
Carrizozo Issues Bonds for School
has
Havener
signs
Judge
resigned
has unanimously
House Carrizozo
voted another $(j,U()0 bond issue for a "s vimnmau ui me iiepuuncau com-(thre-e
room addition
to its public niittee of Curry county and Assessor
Copeland and M. Boyle are candidates
school house.
President of Albuquerque Commer- - 'to succeed him.
cial Club F. B. Schwentker has been! Mr. McBride in Demand F. H. Me- elected president of the Commercial Ilrtde, agent of the D. & R. G., has
to the Duke City on business,
Club of Albuquerque vice George
M''- McBride is said to be the
not. resigned.
recipient
of!0' mauy letters from all parts of the
Held for Grand Jury Justice
'the Peace Jose Maria Garcia today country asking him to open safes, the
held Eligio Gallegos of Cerrillos in combinations of which have been lost.
dis- $1,000 bond for the grand jury on 'Mr- McBride recently achieved
the charge of the larceny of three Unction by opening several safes in
tn(J- city after their owners were uii- head of cattle.
Suit for Divorce Filed In the dis-- ! 'le to make the hinges turn,
jtrict court at Albuquerque. Mrs. H. E. Curry County Precinct Divided
Patrick filed suit for absolute divorce Precinct No. 1, Clovis, Curry county,
against H. E. Patrick. The couple has been divided by the board of coun-- I
were married at Fairview,
Sierra ty commissioners and a justice of the
county, in June, 1904, and the causes! peace election will be held in the new
for divorce alleged are cruelty and precinct on June 29. R. A. Bayne is
'the Republican nominee for justice and
inhuman treatment.
Traction r.omnanv fiiven Permanent Frank Ivy for constable. On the
Traction Democratic ticket, Thomas Doran is
Injunction The Citizens'
Company of Albuquerque was granted the nominee for justice and James
a permanent injunction by Judge M. Murray for constable.
We clean your house thoroughly
C. Mechem in district court at Albu-- j
querque yesterday against the Atchi- - without removing anything, with
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad perienced men who understand the
Company, in regard to the crossing of; business, for the small price of one
the defendant company's tracks at dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
Co.
Tijeras avenue.
Maximum was 78 The maximum
Three Deaths at Albuquerque Mrs.
Katie Hase, well known in Santa Fe, temperature yesterday was 78 degrees
the mother of Miss Anna Hase of this and the minimum was 58. The rela-citdied yesterday at Albuquerque, tive humidity was higher than usual,
She was the widow of Herman Hase however heiner 44 tier cent. Ther
who died four years ago. Her moth-- ! was 0.01 of an inch of rain, the preci- er, two sisters and a brother survive, pitation for the 24 hours ending at 6
Among tfoe sisters is Miss Mugler of! o'clock this morning. There was a
this city, Adelina Padilla, the only heavy rain over the mountains to the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anastacio east and northeast in the afternoon
Padilla of Cubero, died at Albuquer-- 1 an(j evening. A year ago today the
que. She was eighteen months of maximum, was 85 and the minimum
age. Vicente Armijo of Albuquerque, 63 with 62 per cent of sunshine,
of!
died suddenly at Kelly, Socorro,
pneumonia. He was 46 years old and
(Continued on Page Eight.)
a son of Colonel Frank Armijo. Three
brothers, Mariano, Alberto and An-In sickness, if a certain nerve goes
tonio, survive.
wrongs then the organ that this nerve
controls will also surely fail. It may
NOTICE.
be a Stomach nerve, or it may have
given strength and support to the
Sealed proposals will be received by Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop
the board of directors of the Orchard that first pointed out to the vital
Irrigation District, of San Juan coun--i truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
ty New Mexico, at their office in not made to dose the Stomach nor to
Fajrmington, New Mexico, up to 2 temporarily stimulate the Heart or
method
o'clock p. m. of Wednesday, July 20,! Kidneys. That
1910, for the purchase of two hun- is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
dred thousand dollars ($200,000.00) goes directly to these failing inside
of the bonds of said Orchard Irriga- nerves.
The remarkable success of
tion District, authorized to be issued this prescription demonstrates the
by said board at an election held wisdom of treating the actual cause
June 16, 1910.
of these failing organs. And it is inNo bid for less than ninety-fivper deed easv to nrove. A simnle fivp nr
cent (95 per cent) of the face value ten days test will surely tell. Try it
of said bonds will be considered, and once, and see!
Scld by Stripling Bur- the board reserves the right to reject! rows "Co.
any or all bids.
Farmington, N. M., June 21, 1910.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
A. M. EDWARDS.
Secretary of the orchard Irrigation
From the New Mexican of this date
District.

Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.
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SEE FQ1 YOURSELF
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I TAXIDERMIST TANNER
EVERY' DESCRIPTION

OK WORK fIN OUR

& FURRIER

LINE DONE

TO

ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
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BLACK
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00 Saved on
Everv Suit.

Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers
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'
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36
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Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
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MULLIGAN & RISING
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SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
130 RED

NIGHT
PHONK

HAY

&

PICTURE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE

AVE

DONE.

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper If you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who
give us their confidence.
Phone
JNO,

oal

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEI!

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt an Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

EXICAN HATS

ty

i
i

.ALL

PJliCES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No

Need to Cut.

S E.
.

Corner of Plaza.

-

!

Ohio, City of Toledo,

WHOLESALE
RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ZW&.Flol
85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

1890.

Strawberries, currants and cherries
are being .shipped to the Colorado
county, ss:
f
markets.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
at
The commencement
exercises
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Loretto academy and St. Michael's
&
in
the
Co., doing business
Cheney
College are in progress today.
City of Toledo, County and State
Nestor Montoya, he of facile pen
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay; and the staunch friend of statehood
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- has gone to Las Vegas to take a poLARS for each and every case of Ca- sition on
Henry Salazar's "Voz."
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
The Rev. James H. De Fotiri of
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Guadalupe church, returned yester
FRANK J. CHENEY,
day from a trip to his old parish at
Sworn to before me and subscribed Topeka. Judging by the way Tope
in my presence, this 6th day of De- kans always speak of him, his welcember, A. D. 1886.
come there after so long an absence
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
must have been a very cordial affair.
Notary Public.
Sister Mary Bstelle, the talented
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- sister in charge of the Sisters of
ternally, and acts directly on the Charity work at Albuquerque, is here
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- on a visit to St. Vincent's.
tem. Send for testimonials free.
Hon Pedro Sancnes, the supervisor
reF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of the census for New Mexico,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
turned yesterday from a trip to the
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- - northern part of the Territory where
he has been on official business.
stipation.

State of

We have it.
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
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PAGE THREE.

the ruins of ancient villages situated

IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

at the base of the Puye cliff, and

OF

com-

CONViNCIHG CURE

pletely covered by the talus slopes.
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
These ruins, now called Talus 'PuebFe
Homes.
Santa
to
Bring
of
los, constitute a large proportion
Hard to do housework with an ach'
towns
the
Grande
ruined
of
Rio
the
.
ing back.
valley, and their study changes some
Brings you hours of misery at leisof the previous notions of the cliff
work.
ure or at
If women only knew the cause that Its Work in the Past and dwellings of this region. "The
ed cavate lodge' must be considered
Slight Red Eruption Grew to be
Backache pains come from sick
t,-.:Future Reviewed in
simply as back rooms of terraced,
i
p i x
oi
kidneys,
anaj
icmuie
on the leilges against and
mgms
houses
built
oieepiess
woe.
save
'Twould
much needless
Magazine
Restless
Days Made Life a Burden
jiiiwn the cliff walls. These talus
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidas
Was Completely Discouraged.
pueblos are 'true
neys.
GROWING definitely as are those built in the
SANTA
Santa Fe people endorse this:
caverns of the San Juan drainage."
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin street,
Two of these were excavated at the CUTICURA CURED AFTER
Santa Fe. N. M., says: '"'"here is no
base of the cliff, just under the great
16 YEARS Or SUFFERING
praise too strong for me to g. a Doan's Scientific Explorations That Will community house or Puye. Higher up,
The splendid results
Awaken New Interest in
Kidney Pills.
,ou the second ledge, of the cliff wall,
I obtained from their use several
"For sixteen long roars I have been
Old City.
This
two similar villages were excavated.
suffering with a bail case of 6kin dis
years ago have been lasting and for
Three of these have been named,
ease.
While a child
that reason, my confidence in them
there broke out a red
The House of the Wi-i- , The House of
of
the
(Records
Past.)
has been increased. I suffered from
sore on the legs just
the Moon Symbol, and The House of
in back of my knees,
The bulletin of the Archaeological the
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
caused by a tight, colTurkey People, respectively.
back and I was subject to headaches Institute of America for February,
ored garter. At first
At El Rito de los Frijoles, also in
tired,
I
felt
it seemed to be a
and dizzy spells.
always
1910, consists of annual reports and the Rio Grande valley, two talus vilslight affair but gradhad no ambition and was in very poor financial
statements. The report of lages, designated as The House of the
ually it waxed from
health when I procured Doan's Kidbad to worse, and at
Sun
and
The
House
of
the
People,
&
Doctor
L.
Hewett, the director
Edgar
last I paw I had a bad
ney Pills at Stripling, Burrows
Snake People, were excavated. On the
Bl;in disease. I tried
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them oi the School of American Archaeo- face
of the cliff above the Sun House
many house remedies
long to cure me and from that day to logy, gives the general plan of the were numerous sun
and also many widely-knowconsistsymbols,
comdortnr in ritf- from
kidney
this I have been free
work of the school and a report on ing usually of an etching of concentric
ferent cities but to no satisfactory result.
the
confirm
public
I
willingly
plaint.
what is already under way. The work circles, often painted red. Twenty-eigh- t Tho plague bothered me more in warm
statement I gave in January, 1907,
weather than in winter and being on my
rooms have been lafd bare.
joints it made it impossible for roe
telling of my experience with Doan's is outlined under 3 heads archaeo- When occupied, this house probably leg
to walk, and I was forced to 6tay indoors
logy, ethnology and documentary his- had 40 or 50 rooms, all kinds taken toin the warmest weather.
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 tory, each of which must be carried on gether cave rooms, or those
"My hopes of recovery were by this
entirely time
Co., Buffalo,
spent. Sleepless nights and restcents. Foster-Milburwith reference to the facts determin- enclosed in the natural rock walls;
less days made life an unbearable burNew York, sole agents for the United
den. At last I was advised to try the
ed by the ohers, if sufficiently reliable alcove rooms, or those partly enclosCuticura Remedies and I did not need
States.
ed
cliff
in
and
extenrior
rooms,
walls;
more than a trial to convince me that
Remember the name Doan's and results are to be obtained. The plan or those enclosed
I was on the road of kuctws this time.
by
masonry
wholly
is to have a general base of opera- walls.
take no other.
I bought two sets of the Cuticura Remedies (Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
tions, near au important field or reFire Places.
Pills) and after these were gone I was
search, where an adequate museum
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Some rooms have fireplaces, niches
a different man entirely. The Cuticura
can
Automobile
be
a
with
made
and
field
in
base
Connection
Remedies certainly did a great deal for
developed;
and storage alcoves. All, excepting
me, as it changed my whole career from
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. each culture center to be investigated. one, are of the usual living-rootype.
bad to
I am now the happiest
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- The museum is necessary in order to This one room, 8 by S ft., was almost man thatgood.
there is at least one true curs
Rosafford opportunity for the study of
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
subterranean, and has the appearance for skin diseases. Leonard A. Hawtof,
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves field results as well as to prevent and of having been the clan kiva. Above II Nostrand Ave., Brooklvn, N. Y.,
July 30 and Aug. 8, 1909."
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. display for the benefit of the public is an open room
containing some ring6
m.
The
at
material
at
p.
and arrives
Vaughn
gathered.
ing stones, which, when struck by a
Rest and peace fall upon distracted
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
The old Governor's Palace at Santa stone of the same kind, give out a households when
Cuticura enters. All
and
Torrance
between
that the fondest of mothers desires for
is $5.80 and
Fe, New Mexico, affords such a per- clear, metallic sound. These were susof
her
the
alleviation
autoand
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
manent base. It is the oldest govern- pended by
and disfigured children is to be found in waria
strings of deer-skimobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
ment building in America, so in pre- were probably used to call the men to baths with Cuticura Soap and gentle
serving it the school is rendering a the kiva. Above this open room is a anointings with Cuticura Ointment.
pure and may be
What Everybody Ought to Know.
valuable service. It is being refitted living room. Doctor Hewett calls this Guaranteed
used from the hour of birth.
That Foley Kidney Pills contain for the various uses of the school. group of rooms The House of the
Cutlcnrs Soap (25c ). Ointment (50 ). PesolveM
(50c. and Chocolate Coated ptlls (26c. are told
just the ingredients necessary to tone, The museum is to be educational, con- Priest.
throughout the worid. Potter Dniir A Cnem. Corp ,
Props , 137 Columbus Ave Boston.
strengthen and regulate the action of taining the results of the study of each
The House or Village of the Snake Bole
iWMalled Free. Cutu ura Book on the Cureol 8kla
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by ancient culture considered in the work People was so named from the paint- Diseases, 32 pages oi Invaluable ttdvic.
of the school. Use will be made of ing of the great "Plumed Serpent"
Stripling Burrows Co.
paintings and mural decorations illus- found on the wall of the kavi of this "The dominant idea should be its pretrating the environment under which group. Small etchings of the Plumed servation as ruin, and not its restoraeach special culture was evolved. Serpent also occur. This kiva is a tion according to the ideas of any
Photographs, sketches, maps, plans "cave kiva," having been enclosed en- one."
Anoher feature of the work has
and restorations will be used, as well tirely within the walls of the cliff.
&
been
as type collections.
making the ruins accessible.
Here aeain there is a erouu of rooms
trails have been construct-th- e
adrooms
are
Certain
Necessary
reserved
for
No
14b
constituted
which
Red
probably
adjacent
Telephone
e(1made passible and lad-o- f
stairways
ministration rooms; others for the acdwelling of the priest. The row
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
commodation of the photographic
holes in the floor common to most ders Put in Place- - always, when possi-o- f
works,
department for
the kavis of this region appears ble following the archaic plan of con- architectural reconstruction, the lin- here. The holes vary from 3 to 5 5llunl
placement
On behalf of documentary history,
guistic laboratory, and one for a inches in diameter and from 6 to 12
studio for the artist.
inches in depth. There are 6 in a Doctor Hewett made a visit to Spain,
The San Juan valley and the Rio straight line, averaging 12 inches where he investigated the Spanish arGrande valley are the two general apart the usual distance. Separated chives relative to America. Mr. A. T.
regions being investigated at present. from the row of holes is another hole, Bandelier ahs in preparation. "A
to the
During the summer of 1909, work was in which a post was set. This was al- Bibliographic Introduction
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday continued
on the Navajo mountain, ways in a "certain position with refer- Study of the Documentary History of
Returns Thursday and Friday. the last district of the San Juan region ence to Uhe ceremonial opening in the the Rio Grande Valley."
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop to be explored archaeologically. The kiva wall through which the sun's Mr. Slyvanus G. Morley, Fellow in
Tsegi-ot-socanon was the center of rays, entering and falling upon the American Archaeology, went to YucaMrs. F O. BROWN Agent
operations during the first part of the post, produced a shadow which served tan early in 1909 to study the orientaseason. Small
Phone No. 23 Red
ceremonial to mark certain important divisions tion of Maya temples. He visited
Chichen Itza, the largest archaeologicaves and burial-place- s
were found, of time."
yielding valuable collections of "bags
Some distance above and to the left cal site in the state, and there secured
of woven yucca and cedar bark con- of the kiva, was found a cave burial. the orientation of 17 of its buildings.
MOODY'S HACK
taining quantities of grass seed, medi- The body was placed upon the face, Later he visited Uxmal and made obcine bags of cotton, human hair, yuc- with the head to the west, and the servations on 20 of the principal
From
and buckskin; baskets and mats knees drawn up against the chest. structures there. He also surveyed
BARRANCA TO TAOS ca
of various styles; feathers and fur "The skeleton was almost completely an important group of buildings which
Meets Both North South robes; belts of cotton and yucca articulated. The body was first wrap- show a remarkable system of aswoven in colors; sandals of yucca and
Bounds Trains.
ped in a white cotton garment, which semblage.
Mr. John P. Harrington has been
cotton in great variety, many woven was probably the dress worn during
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
in patterns of beautiful design and life. It is of Arm texture and excel- working on the ethnological branch
the north bound train and arrives at
color; implements of stone, wood, lent weave, and large portions are of the work. He has been studying the
Taos at 7 p. m.
horn and bone, and some pottery of found in a good state of preservation. Tewa language and mythology from
Ten miles shorter than any other rather crude texture." Several ruins
The outer wrapping of the body was a material gathered among the Indians
way. Good covered hack and good formerly unknown except to the Nava- robe of otter or beaver fur. . . . of the San Ildefonso pueblo, the social
teams.
jo were discovered, the most important The robe was made by first twisting a organization of the Yuma Indians, and
Malre
of which is the cliff house called Kit-si- l small rope of yucca fiber about an other languages.
Tliiiig cLca-etComafoxtabls.
(Keet-seel-)
by the Navajo. It is eighth of an inch in diameter; then,
situated in a branch of the Tsegi with the shredded fiber of the eagle FELL 172 FEET WITHTrip
'
OUT SERIOUS INJURY.
11
canon, and consists of at least 150 or j.turney iea,tuer,
uuuuu
uie mi was Knnr1
rooms. It is in a good state of preser- upon the cord, producing a fur rope,
vation. About 10 miles from Kit-si- l
about a quarter of an inch in diameter, Has Returned to Work on Theater
is a smaller cliff ruin of about 120 which was then wroven into a robe
Building From Which He Took
the Lofty Drop.
rooms, known as Getatakin. It is in with very open mesh. It seems probSHOP excellent condition and undisturbed. able that
this was the customary
Professor Byron Cummings, of the mode of wrapping the dead, but as the
Spokane, Wash., June 25. David
For 19 years the only
State University of Utah, has had majority of interments were in ceme- Danielson, 20 years of age, who fell
first class tonsorial parlor charge of this work. He also discover- teries in the open, the wrappings are from the top of the new Morrison theed a remarkable natural bridge, known for the greater part decayed."
ater building here, a distance of 172
in Santa Fe.'
to a few Navajo as "Nonnezhozhi.
The largest cave kiva that has been feet, without serious injury on Juny
OUR NEW FITCH
It lies in the region, difficult of access, found is not far from the Snake 17, has returned to work on the
TREATMENT
between the Navajo mountain and the House. Its size would indicate that it structure. Danielson tripped over a
is guaranteed to cure, (not only Colorado river. It is an enormous was for tribal rather than clan use. coil of rope on the roof and pitched
of sandstone, with a span 271 It was decided to restore it as an ex- headlong to the pavement, where he
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & arch
wide.
The top of the arch is 301 ample of this form of sanctuary. The landed in a wheelbarrow.
feet
Before
other scalp irritations. We also
below. floor was cleared and
feet above the dry stream-be- d
wilof
could
rush
those
saw
the
who
descent
vestages
a
of
all
the
carry complete line
These dimensions place it ahead of all low loops set in adobe mortar in the to his aid, he arose to his feet and
hair
facial
and
tonics.
popular
other known natural bridges.
rows of holes were found. Remains walked to the office of Dr. Stanley H.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
The most Important work in the Rio of the fire-por sipapu were uncover- Titus, where he calmly stretched out
Grande valley during the last. season ed. The work at this
BATHS BATHS BATHS
point was not on an operating table to ascertain the
was the beginning of the excavation of concluded.
extent of his injuries. A cursory exThe most picturesque object thus amination showed that no bones were
Agents HCJBBS LAUNDRY
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
far studied in the Rito de los Frijoles broken, and when Danielson learned
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
is the great ceremonial cave at the up- this he walked to his sister's home and
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
per end of the series of ledges. This invited her to dinner in a restaurant,
All work is guaranteed; your
has been made accessable to visitors where he did justice to a meal that
socks are mended and buttons
by the building of 90 feet of ladders would satisfy two men of ordinary apsewed on you shirts, without
and the cutting of 200 feet of trail and petite. Danielson says the gash over
extra charge.
stairway in the stone. The kiva in his left eye is the only thing that
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
this cave is one of the best preserved caused pain, adding that the sensation
and best constructed of the region.
of the hurried flight through space
The school has everywhere planned amply repaid the after inconvenience
to preserve, first, by excavating build- by reason of a closed optic.
Telephone Red 35 and have
ings or by any other means which will
I
your orders delivered
Tell some deserving Rheumatic sufprevent further deterioration; and
second, by recovering objects buried ferer, that there is yet one simple way
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something'
in debris and preserving them, either to certain relief. Get Dr. Shoop's
cool and inviting
in the building excavated in proper re- book on Rheumatism and a free trial
lation to their original environment, or test. This book will make it entirely
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW.
in museums. The idea is not to re- clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
store
and repair, hut to arrest deter- killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic RemTABLE MINERAL WATERS.
ioration. Small details are some-- ! edyliquid or tablets. Send no money.
SANTA
BOTTLING WORKS.
times restored in order to illustrate The test is free. Surprisa some disK
.
some special feature, but only after heartened sufferer by first getting for
ah drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor 3
the
study of numerous examples, so him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
-a
emnnmiiin.
"io
'Tnnnmr that it can be done with accuracy. Wis. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwest"
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Uulon. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ai an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshlne everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven OfIicersnd Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Flclay
For particulars ani
address.
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Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fi rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
nd all Foreign Countries.
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

A. M. BERGERE.
Santa Fe,

e

S5.00

FARE

l

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.

N. M.

c.

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SliO.OO to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANOHKS,
LA KG K

AN 1)
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on kov- -entereminent land. We have irrigationmen
are
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
:
:
;
us.
with
invited tocorrespond

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO, LET US HEAR

DUS

.

FE

RANCHES.
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosa.
arrive
12:30
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
m,
Leave Roswell at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Look Over Your Suit

fH

ot

SOFT

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

LIKE

er

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

cliff-house-

Pits-eexig--

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

yf
IN

if

FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
is
unusual feature of our business
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
it as an illustration of the many services we stand ready to render.

.

WILLIAMS
310 San

ft

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

4 RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Red,

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor.

Palace and Washington Avenues.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
rr WALTER.
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier....
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.o0

Daily, six months by mail
25
75
65
7.00

2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
(Weekly, per quarter

i.w

.

.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

odemos, who departed with them for
the north.'
"This papyrus relates also that the
chief officials of the local postofflce,
which was perhaps in the neighbor
hood of Ptolemais, were the two brothers Phoenix, who were known also
under the sobriquet of 'hundred-acr- e
men'; that is, they were colonists of
The
thp reallv prosperous class.
s(,rvict, tney were rendering in the
jiostofllce was an office of honor that
" :
"That a salary was allotted to
Phanias. the postal clerk, is one of the
entries of the diary, but the amount
of it is not mentioned and that the
diarv. was, written on a papyrus, of

of Lynn,

Massachusetts,

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1910.

the

fatal

R.

wounding of a policeman and the successful pursuit of the three bandits?
The outrageous deed was committed
in urdud daylight in one of the large
manufacturing cities of the most advanced state in the Union and comes
as a shock to those who believe that
tHieir life and property are safe anywhere in the United States.

McKARE, Assistant Cashier.

a

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

T 7 I
U is sent to
The New Mexican is tie oldest newspaper in New Mexico
bepn use(, shows that the brothers
every postofflce in the Territory, ana nas a large ami
Southwest.
had proposed to conduct their office
among the intelligent and progressive people ol the

B. BEAD, Cashier.

FRAKK
3!

L

."'

J.

J, PALES. President,

L. A, HUGHES,

PAUL A. F. WALTER

$150,000
80.000

aeneral banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ali kinds of
New Mexico
anu re,
5
personal and coHateraS security. Buys and sells bonds and
economically."
stocks in all markets for its customer.
F.
Buys and sells
Chas.
Chas. R. Easley,
Easley,
SALARY FQR THE WIFE.
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
A Massachusetts
EASLEY & EASLEY,
legislator,
cj
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
to the Boston Traveler, will inat Law.
Attorneys
will
issue
the
Ition and the President
1 as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
ua.
proclamation, wuinu nuit-i."V;,,, passage, compelling every hns-private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
RENEHAN & DAVIES
wnicii an eiecuun iui sunt: umcio
5
B.
A.
New
Renehan
E. P. Davie
per ceist per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
In that case.
can take place.
he
5 advances made on consignments
f livestock and products.
Attorneys-at-LaMexico's star will be added to the therefore will not affect
those hus2
in
Dis
Practice
and
the
Hag on July 4. 1911.
Supreme
of
The bank executes all orders
its patrons in the banking line,
bands who are already handing over
their
checks and then seek to trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a 5 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
pay
A CONSTITUTION OF THE WORLD.
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
Santa Fe
New Mexico
That a constitution may be, in tact,
nm- ,,,,,..
i
Ui t
Lilt"
iiiviM
iVllltS.
OCIJ
sn0uld be a very simple one, is shown Boston Traveler:
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
by the f0n0wing Constitution of the
E. C. ABBOTT
"William R. Scharton is going to
j2 public is respeefully solicited.
pl.opose( by The Independent

transacts

3

Attorney-at-La-

A

?

-

-

STATE BY JULY 4, 1911.
Esteemed contemporaries of fi,P
have been making
New Mexican
text and purport of
at
the
guesses
the Statehood Enabling Act as finally
passed and several of them went far
astray reading into it imaginary proAs a matter.
visions and intentions.
of fact, the act passed is the
Beveridge bill, the text ot wlncli was
printed weeks before its passage. 10
ly two minor amendments, one
suim'.v an omission and the otner io
correct a clerical error, were made to
it, the first granting 100.000 acres for
tih'e use of the state penitentiary and
the other providing that no session of
the territorial legislature shall be
held in 1911.
The points that were beclouded by
the alleged dispatches from Washington, quoting what purported to be
in
changes in the bill, were thoseterrireference to the payment, of
torial and county debts, the election
this fall and the time it would take
for New Mexico to become a state.
The act grants public lands, one million acres, for the payment only of
validated railroad bondthe
ed indebtedness of Santa Fe and
Grant counties but also provides for
the assumption by the state of all other valid county debts. It provides that
"the county and territorial officers of
said Territory, including the Delegate
in Congress thereof elected at the
congeneral election in 1908, shall
reof
their
duties
tinue to discharge
Terrisaid
in
for
and
offices
spective
tory" until the said state is so admitted into the Union. As to the time
in which all the formalities preliminary to admission can be disposed of,
construction is various, but the intent
of the lawmakers governs and under
this intent, New Mexico can be a
state by July 4, 1911. In sections 4 and 5 of the act, the identical
language is used in reference to the
approval of Congress either by direct
act or through failure to disapprove:
"If the President approves the same
and Congress fails to disapprove the
same during the next regular session
thereof, then and in that event the
President shall certify said facts to
the governor of New Mexico, who
shall within thirty days, etc." President Taft, Delegate W. H. Andrews
Hon. T. B. Catron and others hold
A

d

d

d

that the phrase: "during the

next

v

5

;

-

w

-

j

,

O

to assure universal peace:

"The signatory nations to the fol
lowing convention, desiring to form
a union for the purpose of establishing justice and of securing for themselves as well as for posterity the
blessings of permanent peace, do ordain the following constitution:
"1. There shall assemble in the
year 1915, and every fifth year thereafter, at The Hague, unless otherwise
of the signaordered by three-fourth- s
tory powers, a general assembly of the

Attorney-at-Lapresent a bill to next year's legislature which will oblige every married Practice in the District and Suman in Massachusetts to pay his wife preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
a salary. .Mr. Sciharton thinks it. will attention sriven to all business.

jKru

make every married woman happy.
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
"The outline of the bill is this:
"Every married man shall be obligCATRON & CATRON
ed to pay his wife a weekly salary
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
10
inper cent of his
representing
Office:
Catron Block
come, to be used for and by her as
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
she deems best.'
" 'It ought to make
every married
woman happy,' says the author of this
G. W. PRICHARD
bill.
'Women are more economical
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
nations.
than men, and this weekly sum will
in
Practice
all the District Courts
to
"2. Each nation shall be entitled
give them a chance to show tlheir
special attention to cases
be represented in this assembly by, saving propensities. Even on the and gives
hAffiro f"hf TDrritnrlal Qnnpaina fniii"
not less than two or more than seven
WU1,"f, 0ffice: LauShli11 Blk-S- anta
Hh7
such
Fe, N. M
in
nation
each
chosen
by
persons
manner for such a term as may seem save enough so that by the time the
'
to it expedient.
children are ready for college the;
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La"3. Each nation shall have one vote money will be ready, too.
"'Then it will make the wife's po- Practice in the District Courts as
in the general assembly of the nations.
She 'well as before the Supreme Court of
"4. The territorial and political in- sition and attitude different.
tegrity of each nation represented in will feel more independent and at the the territory.
the assembly shall be respected by all same time will have an additional in-- : Las Cruces.
New Mexico
terest in the management of the,
nations represented.
"5. No nation represented in the as- home.
EDWARD C. WADE
'"Rut, the mnsr iirmnrltmt feature'.
sembly shall acquire exclusive com- of the bill is this: In case of the death
Attorney-at-Laoutmercial rights with any nation
in the Supreme and Dia- Practices
11V
UJ.
vyi
UUUCI
UtlBUdllU.
side of this union, and there shall be this ujauimv wife
of the Territory, in the
Courts
will not be penni-tric- t
bill, the
no transfer of political control over
Court
Probate
and before the U. S.
less.
She
to
will
have
these
savings
territory included in the union with- fall back on, and the little
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
sum,
out the sanction of the assembly.
scarcely noticed as it was paid out to Offices.
"6. Each nation shall treat all other the wife week after week, will assume Las Cruces
New Mexico
nations on equal terms in matters of giant proportions when the wolf is
commerce, whether they be or be not sitting on the doorstep.'"
WILLIAM McKEAN
in the
assembly

njxrui

THE

....

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in

w

irWT

Cuisice
Table Service
and

'A

Unex

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA PB, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

w

j

j

PALACE HOTEL

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

j

L

HOTEL

j

J. E. LACOME

i

general
represented
of the nations; except that any nation
can impose duties on the goods of
any other nation equivalent to such
other nation's duties on its goods.
"7. While remaining in the assembly, each nation shall have the
right to arm itself and use its forces
according to its own judgment, save
as it may have agreed to resort to arbitration. But the armed forces of all
the nations represented in the assembly shall be at the service of the
assembly for the enforcement of decrees rendered by the international
court at The Hague according to recognized principles of law and under
the provisions of treaties of arbitration.
"8. The members of the executive
council and of. the
union when designed by the respective
parliaments of the nations comprised
in this union shall be an international
house of representatives, and it shall
sit at least three months during each

Attorney-at-La-

It isn't an important news item but
it is a significant one for Santa Fe,
when the Las Vegas Optic says;
"Mayor Goodall lhas set a gang of
men to work repairing culverts, re- The en-- j
moving rocks and rubbish.
tire city will be given a cleaning up,
s
of the
through the
zens and property owners)," Civic
progress shows itself in these mat-- '
ters as much as in great enterprises
for the public good.
The Pueblo Chieftain says of that
kiiiu or worn.:
"The civic improvement bureau of
the Commercial Club has undertaken
to
a work of greatest importance
Pueblo
the cleaning up and beautifying of the city.
"This work is important first because it furnishes a most effective
supplement to city building. Nothing
betokens a prosperous thriving city
so much as clean streets and alleys,
well kept lawns, and parks, and above
all the destruction of weeds on vacant
lots.
"It is of importance second because a well directed organized movement will encourage the property owner and tenant in the task of beautifying his premises and maintaining it
at the standard set by the central

Taos

i

Sample toom

'

- Long Distance Telephonz Station.

"

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

j

-

Vegas,

eiti-jLa-

-

-

W. A. FLEMING
Bonds

Steam Heated: Electric

New Mexico

and Investments

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

....

....

3SS

il

O.

GROCERS

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING

two-third-

I

1

j

H. S. KAUNE

un-ffni-

PHONE 26

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not toe to

We Are
Now

wait.

SerYing

Ourincreasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
i

ii- -i

i

Mill w r.fiTiTH

RATES

rnn

if

mHriiiiimnnrm

$1.00 A DAY

miiw

G.LTJPE HERRERA

Proprietor

I

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

UAYAJO, CHIMAYO

and BALLETA

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK

j

I

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

II. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

j

FIRST CLASS CAFE;

Lighted, Every Room

JONES

regular session thereof," does and
can only refer to the next regular
session of the present Congress, the
Congress that passed the act. The
present Congress expires on March 4,
R. W. WITTMAN
1911, and it can not well legislate for
Draftsman
even
or
the succeeding Congress
of records on file
furnished
Copies
measure.
consider
it
to
any
pledge
In
S.
U.
the
General's Office
of
the
it
Surveyor
is the intent
Therefore,
Santa
New Mexice
conFe,
on
the
to
pass
Congress
present
stitutions of the t wo new states before
-March 4 of next year.
132S2EI
The election for constitutional delegates must be held within sixty to period of five years.
"9. Any general principles accepted
ninety days of the signing of the bill,
which was on June 20, and Tuesday, by both this international house of
will probably be election t representatives and by the assembly
Augusr
dav. It does not matter so much shall become international law, unless
when the apportionment and procla- vetoed within three years by one- mation are made, just so it is within fourth of the nations' parliaments rep
30 days of the passage of the bill, that resented in this union.
is the proclamation must be issued by
"10. Any nation may withdraw from
New Mexico constitution makers
July 19. But the election is to be the union at its pleasure.'
reckoned not from the date of the
should be very careful in drafting the
proclamation but from the date of the
clause that will govern legislation as
bill becoming law. By the middle of NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN. to public bond issues and will limit the
It probably interests Postmaster amount of public indebtedness that
September the constitutional convention can be convened at Santa Fe and General Frank H. Hitchcock and no may be
incurred.
Municipalities
within thirty days more, that is by doubt, Postmaster E. C. Burke, to be should be limited to a ten per cent
the middle of October, the constitu- told that the Egyptians had mail debt and be compelled to pay up
tion should be ready for submission service and registered mail something bonds on or before forty years, at
to the people, the plan being to intro- like 2.0(H) years ago, proving the the same time permitting the issuing
duce on the first day of the session adage that the things that are really of bonds as might be necessary for
the constitution of 1890, which was an new are mighty scarce under the sun. paving streets, building sewers, layDo You Want a Crate?
excellent one, in toto, and with that Says Records of The Past in its latest ing water mains, such bonds to be
Leave your order with
as a basis form a simple but sane and issue:
based upon special taxes. The issuthis week.
us
sound Republican form of fundament
"Translations recently published of ance of bonds for irrigation and
al principles, which though important some of the latest
if
voted by
district purposes,
papyri found in drainage
are not cimcuit to lormuuue inej
s
of the taxpayers, should be
to Corriere
eaf,
according
Egypt
election for the ratification of the;,.,.
The longer you wait, the
della Sera, precisely into an office without such limitations.
constitution, can be held within sixty where letters were registered more
more chance you take,
days after the convention adjourns or than 2,000 years ago.
The choosing of delegates to the
that you will pay more
the
of
and
middle
December
the
by
constitutional convention will be the
"Among other things found was a
constitution can be submitted to Conever
confront-most
that
serious
duty
money, as prices will
statement of account, later used in
gress right after the Christmas holiof
ed
the
Arizona,
the
says
people
soon advance.
If Congress takes immediate wrapping a mummy belonging to the Arizona Republican.
Of the three
days.
On
of
Ptolemaeus
time
Philadelphia.
action, which is likely, if New Mexistages of state making the constituco has given evidence of its fitness the back of this papyrus, the front be- tional convention, the ratification of
Strawberries,
entries
the
made
by
by
by adopting a sane constitution, there ing occupied
the constitution at tlhe polls, ana the
Raspberries,
relaa
estate
of
in
orgreat
bookkeeper
about
no
to
be
further
need
delay
election of state officers the most
Loganberries,
tion to receipts and distribution of
ganizing the state government.
important by far will be the constitu- and Blackberries.
is
statement
this
wheat
and
barley,
Mistakes made in
Two things will smoothe the way
tional convention.
Fresh Vegetables
certhe election of unfit officers can be
toward early statehood, both within followedwasby a postal diary, which
Daily.
quite
tainly
kept
irregularly.
commeasure
the
rectified in a large
the power of the people of
by elect--;
"The diary begins with the 16th and ing good men as their successors,
The election of an overmonwealth.
whelmingly Republican constitutional ends with the 23d of a month not Mistakes made in framing our organic
convention will allay the last fear of named, and mentions the arrival and law will be exceedingly difficult to
Congress that New Mexico would be a further travel of letters forwarded correct.
a Democratic state, and the adoption from a local postofflce. An entry says:
" 'On the 21st day of the month, at
It is bad enough when a train is
of a simple and sane contitution would
na- the fifth hour, the postal rider escort- held up in the wilds of New Mexico
the
and
Taft
to
President
prove
& COMPANY
tional legislature that New Mexico is ing the mail from the south delivered even though every one escapes
but what can be said of condi
indeed fit for self government. If to the postal clerk, Phanias, at this
these two conditions are fulfilled, then station, two letters. These letters tions that resulted this morning in
it is certain that in January next, were later delivered by Assistant Post- - the killing and robbing of a manufac- Congress will approve the constitu- master Horos to the postal rider Nik- turer on the streets of the large city
y

Commodious

Mining and Land Law.
- ' New Mexico

CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c ".
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

CANDELARIO

30c

I5c
65c

"
"

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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Caro, a tourist from San Francisat the Palace.
M. H. Lemar, a traveling man from
Denver, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Arnold, of
Colo., are at. the Palace.
Mrs. Charles A. Spites of Las Ve
i
gas is visiting friends in Mora.
Mounted Policeman .1. W. Collier,
of Estancia, is at Gregg' hotel.
Thomas AVooton, of Salt Lake City,
is registered at the Coronado hotel, j
The Girls' Club will meet Monday)
at the home of Miss Anita Bergere.
August Wagner, a traveling man
from Wellington, Kas., is calling on
the trade.
Mrs. Carrie .Hayward of this city is
j
at
visiting her son J. B. Hayward

INTO

1

A.

co, is

3&

BANK Now Tg

SOYOULLBAVE
ST WHEN YOU

jT

I

.a
TRUST CO.

and more complete, th&n ever.
SJ,
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
.

j

i

Gibson Taylor, an attorney from
Tucson, Ariz., is at the Palace. He
Wholesale & Retail
has come here to see officials at the
Dealers in
capitol.
The Wallace Club will meet this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Whee- lon. Mrs. Lou Weil of Taos is ai
guest of the club.
i
E. R. Paul of the Xew Mexico
eiegant new Harvey house of the
R. G. Ticket Santa Fe
tral railroad, and D.
system, at Lamy. It was a
Agent McBride returned last evening sni, Sp;nn 9m1 mn5t pninvahio in
from a business trip to Albuquerque.
every respect. Mine Host and Mrs.
Miss Sadie Barney who has been Cosier of the El Ortiz, lavished their
spending the winter in Los Angeles, hospitality upon the visitors and the
is expected home this evening and
banquet which was served attested to
will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. their skill as caterers. The
party left
Carl Bishop.
Santa Fe by train at four o'clock. An
Mrs. H. P. Bardihar and Mrs. Carl hour or more
was spent in the placita
Bishop have issued invitations for of El Ortiz, where the splashing founa card party Thursday afternoon. It tain
and the cooing doves carried the
jwill be held at the home of Mrs. illusion of Andalusia to the smallest
.Bardshar on Cathedral street,
detail. The
was inspected from
The Saturday Card Club meets this one end to house
the artistic furthe
other,
afternoon at the home of Mrs. F. W.
made
old
models or in
after
niture,
Shearon. Besides the members of the some
hundred
cases
three
the
being
are Mrs. Watson of
club the
f

!

Cen-jam-

Santa Pe, New Mexico

j
i

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Everything in Hardware.

i

TIT!

RE JOLVED.
THAT A MAN SHOULD ALWAYS

j
'

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
a-

-

All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
audhat racks. Wagner folding
They are GRE A.T!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

guests

Ornamental Doors.

Colo., Mrs. V. L. Bean and
Mrs. A. S. Brookes, of this city,
A. C. Probert, the Taos
banker,
was in Santa Fe on a business mis-

Pueblo,

go-car- ts

i

sion yesterday afternoon and returned home today. He is boosting for
statehood and for Santa Fe whenever
occasion offers.
The young people of the city had
an enjoyable dance at the Library
hall last night. It was arranged by
Messrs. Manly and Mackey and was
largely attended. Morrison's orchestra
furnished the music.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron is home
after an absence of several weeks in
the national capital. On his way
home he made business visits to
Pueblo and Las Vegas. He arrived on last evening's Santa Fe
To-pek-

train.
Invitations have been sent out announcing the marriage of Miss Christina Laumbach of Buena Vista, to the

s pacifications.

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

THE SECRET OF BEAUTY

lies in a good complexion and the
secret of a good complexion is good
blood. Our toilet articles embrace
everything to preserve the complexion
and our blood purifiers enable one to

lhave it.

WEATHER TOILET
The daintiest of
aids here
powders, freckle lotions, sun-burremedies are at your command.
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.

WARM

n

STRIPLING-BORROW- S

&

Company. .
Where your dollar buys the most.

Bills Bros. Monumental Co.
OP DENVER

ALL GRADKS OK MARBLE & GKANITK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
125

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

have

good opimon of him- self", Which he gains by what

Hon. Manuel Sanchez of Las Vegas,
on June 30 at Buena Vista. Miss
of J. S.
Laumbach is a sister-in-laCandelario of this city.
The Cafeteria supper held Thursday
at Library hall by the Woman's Aid
Society of the First Presbyterian;
church was a social and financial success. The ladies took in over $5S and
more than 150 people enjoyed the supper which was served in a manner to
make everyone enjoy it.
Elmer and Louis March have returned from a fishing trip on the upper
Pecos. They report fishing good but
that many fishermen are abusing he
nrivileee and catch more fish than
they can use. There can be but one
result and that the river will be fished out before the season is half over.
Wild raspberries and strawberries
are ripening and columbine is in blossom, so Messrs. Marsh report, and
Where is no more beautiful mountain
and forest country to be found anywhere in the west.
Fifteen Club Outing.

The Fifteen Club held its last session of the season yesterday afternoon
and evening at El Ortiz, the quaint

year old model itself, the engravings
on the wall, the images and paintings
on wood and leather from ancient mission churches, the hammered copper
vessels and other priceless relics,
blended into absolute harmony and
comfort in the large sitting room in
which a huge fire place took the chill
off the cool evening air, as well as in
the cozy bed Toonis where modern
did not seem out of
conveniences
place at all, although exciting wonder
that they should be found at an out of
the way station in New Mexico. The
service at the banquet was above reproach, the appointments perfect and
the viands such as only a master of
the culinary art can prepare. The
dining rom in itself is an illustration
of the thought and care that were expended by the builders of El Ortiz
upon arrangement and artistic furnishings. The following was the menu:
Canapi Caviar.
Bouillon in Cup.
Olives.
Lettuce.
Tomatoes.
Crab Flake a la Xewburg.
Spring Chicken Maryland.
Niew Asparagus
Hollandftise Sauce.
Filet of Beef Larded Mushroom
Sauce.
Special Baked Potatoes.

i

COMFORT HE GETS" COIAZ5
WHAT IS NEXT TO HlM-
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5ELF

AND COMFORT
CoMEJ FIR5T.
YOU WILL BE
IF
YOU
COMFORTABLE,
WEAR OUR 5UMMER WEIGHT UNDERWEAR.
.SEE OUR WINDOW THI
WEEK FOR JoME

ATTRACTIVELY PRICED
MEN-CELEBRATED B. V.

UNDER-GARMEN- TS

D.

KNEE LENGTH
-- $1.00 5UIT

AND .SLEEVELET
- LIGHT WEIGH PoRoS-KNI- T
1.00 "
GOOD GRADE LIGHT RIBBED WORTH $1.00
NOW 60C. OTHER GRADED OF EQUAL VALUE

W.

Coffee.

T0WNSEND & CO.

N.

THE REPUTATION BUILDERS.
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CLARENDON
GARDEN

PANSY PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rock3"and1 fWliite Wyandotte. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlnr t
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CLAREBDON

POULTRY

YARDS

(Continued on page Elgkt..
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Orange Sherbet.
Assorted Cake.

After the banquet, the club and its
guestg gathered in the large sitting
room and there were readings by Mrs
R. J. Palen and Mrs. J. E. Wood and
an hour or more was spent in social
intercourse until train leaving time at
10:20 p. m. It was an afternoon and
evening that will always be a memory
of rare enjoyment to those who participated. No wonder that expression
was given to the wish that the Old
Fonda be renovated somewhat along
the lines of El Ortiz. The historic
placita of the former would offer an
attractive place for just such gatherings as that of last evening.

OTHERS

SEETHEOUT5lDF:,BUT THE

i

Tomatoes Princess.
Cheese.

A

HE KNOW5 OF HIMSELF.

'

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE

ke

Windows

j

O C WATSON & COMPANY

Dealers in Furniture

;

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Claire.

our attractive list before buying.

fSS1iSger'i0.nn0yr

sC?fr

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

j

ace.
W. M. Taber, a merchant from Glo-- j
rieta, Santa Fe county, is in the city
on business. He is stopping at the,

PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.

every

detail our assortment of flies is larger

j

REAL ESTATE

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED VITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours1

Our Line is all new and .complete in

.

j

ALSO

ome

I

visit relatives.
John Xisbet. and Miss Marie Xisbet,,
are sightseers here from Savannah,1
Ga. They are registered at the Pal- -

THE

8

,neefd

j

UNITED STATES BANK

St.

wU1

y

other
a
tackle,
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our storefand
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anythinglse
i
you wish to know.

MK.'

multi-millionair-

119 San Francisco

If you are,

'

Moriarty.
Fletc her Catron, soil of the Hon. T.
P. Catron, is home from Chicago for
the summer.
E. G. Abraham
who sells rubber!
for a Denver
goods
house, is at!
'
Gregg's hotel.
sales-- ,
a
Wenzel,
millinery
Joseph
man from the Windy City, is calling
on the trade.

j

JAMES J. HILL, the great railroad king, made money slinging a pick
when a young man. He BANKED and SAVED his earnings. He became'
J. H. McHnghes, former eity niar--j
a contractor and
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
shal here and now a resident of Los
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
(Cerrillos, is at the Claire.
Mrs. J. S. Candelario
and her
daughter, Miss Alice Candelario have
&
gone to Buena Vista, Mora county, to

See

TV

i

inr stc
THE BANK

Tirirrfe

Use the
"BRISTO
for Troiut .

Sa-lid-

m

HE

F!V:

SPORTiAN?

ARE YOU GAIN' FISHIN'MR.

OUUIML HI1U

nature
PUT IT

PAGE
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our Electric service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents cTea?
Santa Fe Water

and
NIGHT

CallS Operation
AND

Light Company
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SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1910.
MADE

Mi 4

St. Louis Rocky

UNIQUE SETTLEMENT
OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY.

j

CHICHESTER S PILLS
I.adlcnl Auk

your Kmt'l-- l for
William Huntley, Millionaire Banker,
liumoni TtrundV
in Krd and bold metallicVV
and Bonanza Wheat Rancher,
sealed with Blue Rii.lxin.
?s,
.'" no other. Buy of your. v
Disposes of His Wealth.
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
l!RANI I'lLl.w. fur 85
"iajionu
years lenownas
Spokane, Wash., June 25. William
ai.c Rnai.i
Bmf;.
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
SOLD
BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
millionaire banker and boHuntley,
s
the future health of the mothe- -. It is a
that it
nanza wheat randier of Spokane, who
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
laid the foundation
of his fortune of
coaches. In case of acciwhich lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
with a team of Misouri mules, and' dent this invariably results in the
and
ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervous- his wife, formerly Emma V. Langford, heavy steel cars
In effect March 1st 1910
(Head tT p.)
(Read Down)
crushing the mail
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer. then an acknowledged belle of Au- -' car like an egg shell.
Mr. Gaines
19
1
20
STATIONS
Miles
Friend
is
used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an drain county, Mo., have just entered thinks that the wooden mail car is
When Mother's
7 30
5 00
I.v. lies .Moines. N. M...Ar
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this into an unique settlement and agree-- j comparatively safe only in trains
1 4 15
f 8 20
Hi
Capuliu
f 8 35
f 4 05
20
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover ment for handling their community composed throughout of cars of that
Vigil
f 8 50
f 3 45
25
Thompson
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. property following Mrs. Huntley's ap-- j type. While the Railroad Commission
31
f 9 10
f 3 25
'umunnliiiin
9 35
2 55
42
a r. Clifton House N.M..Lv
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
plication in the Spokane county su-- . is inclined to take action it has as
2 30
3 55
10 00
"o I.v
Ari 12 00
Kuton, N. M
perior court for a divorce, charging! yet to find out just what power it has
THE BRAD FIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA. tnat
4 12
2 50
9 40
AiM U f tonH ou se.N.M.J.v JU 37
Huntley was "close' in money in me premises.
12
4 12
I, v. .Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137
matters wiih his wife and family.
4 30
4S
11 20
Sl'reston. ...
4 50
11 00
55
Huntley will be manager under con5 10
1040
institute:
Miss Tillie Cortez, Miss
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
5 00
Koehler.
10J1
Josie Lujan, Miss Carlotta Tapia, Miss tract for 20 years at a salary, includoffice
to
iio 10
08
not
exceed
Colfax
:5 so"
expenses,
ing
RodAnita Silva, Miss Ambrosita
9 42
.. Oerrososo
6 08
7o
$3,000 a year, of the HunMcy Invest11
. ..Cimarron
9 25
82
6 35
Ar.
riguez and Miss Tiburcita Gonzales.
Palace.
MASONIC.
00
8 55
82
Lv.
:. Cimarron
are all applicants for teachers' ment Company, capitalized for $1,200,-00n os
8fi
f i 47
Nash
M. A. Lemar, Denver; John Nishet They
and incorporated in the state of
f7 18
9
not
f8 37
88
do
Harlan
certificates
and
though they
and Miss Marie Nisbet, Savannah,
Montezuma Lodge No
94
7 35
.Ute Park. N. AI.. I.v 8 20
Ar.
intend to teach on account of their Washington and Spokane county. The
Ga.; A. C, Probert, Taos; Mr. and Mrs.
.s 50 years.
life
of
the
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
corporation
lender age, are merely doing the work
ular communication
hundred thousand dollars of the
One
'.Connects with K. P. & S. V. Ry, train No.124 arriving In Dawson, N, M ai 6:15 p. m. H. K. Arnold, Salida; M. L. Goldiner, '
U'onnects with K. P.AS.W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a.m.
F. for the experience and practice that capital stock will be issued to HuntWenzel,
h
Chicago;
Denver;
first
Joseph
Monday of eaci
SStatte for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at l'reston N. M.
Gibson Taylor, they get out of it. They are indeed ley, the same amount going to Mrs.
T. Broach, Denver;
month at aiasonlc hal
O.
S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
we
are
and
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH BOUND:
at 7.30 4). in.
Tucson, Ariz.; A. Caro, Sau Francisco; very bright young ladies,
Huntley and to each of their ten
No. 1. 4.48 a. in.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
hoping that they decide to become children. Provisions are made
!.T. O. Quinn, La Cross, Wis.
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11. 11 p, m.
against
teachers later on.
Track connection with A. T. S. S. F. By. at Raton and Preston with C, & S. Ry. at
the division, distribution or dissoluClaire.
Des Moines K H, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Acting Master.
From Rio Arriba county we have tion of the estate. The first trustees ALAN R. McCORD,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Kan.;
Secretary.
Wellington,
Wagner,
August
M
and Red Lakes, N.
exare William Huntley, Jesse B. HuntE. G. Abraham, Denver; L. L. Roach, three young ladies who are doing
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
are:
in
the
work
institute,
cellent
they
T.
Raldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethtowu. I.obo, Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
M.
ley, the eldest son and Edwin
Kansas City; W.
Taber, Glorieta;
River City. Ta pa, Taos and Twining.
I.Miss Amalia Martinez,
of Velarde; Coman, president of the Exchange .
, R. A. M.
Regular con
J. H. McHughes, Cerrillos.
Daily. fFlag. tDaily except Sunday
j,
Miss Rufugio Guillen, Alcalade, and National Bank of Spokane, a friend
vocation second Monday of
VAN HOUTEN,
Gregg's.
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Miss Cirila Martinez,
Velarde. Miss of the family. Other children may
each month at Masonic
C. V. Potterton,
G. P. Agent,
Hyer; James Amalia
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
at the become trustees as they attain their
her
education
received
Hall at 7:30 n m.
W.
H.
J.
Collier,
Thomas, Rincon; J.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Loretto Academy of Taos. Miss Refu-jgi- o majority. The Mechanics' Loan
&
fkmuJS s- - G- - CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Evylipp, Estancia; George Wilson,
attended the Allison Presbyterian Trust Company has been appointed ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
www.
Denver; F. A. Gordon, Kansas City.
school in this city, and Miss Cirila re trustee for the minor children.
Coronado.
ceived her education at the St. CatherSanta Fe Commandery No.
The revenue from the property,
Riley Warren, Denver; George H.
ine's and Government Indian schools which includes stocks in banks, farms
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Casson, Alamosa; Tom Wootoon, Salt
fourth Monday in each
irrigation plants and mercantile es
Lake City; F. Martinez, Espanola; in this .city.
Some of the male students of the in- - tablishments, is to be divided into 12
month at Masonic Hall at
Rafael Martinez, Los Truchas; J. M.
7:30 p. m.
Hartley, Buckman; D. H. Halloway, J. stitute and part of the Santa Fe band equal parts, with the special provis-- j
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
B. Pettijohn, Mrs. N. McKinley, Es-- serenaded
Conway ion that Mrs. Huntley's income shall
Superintendent
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
hera
for
not
be
month
late
on
less
than
home
$300
at
his
tancia.
Thursday night
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
San Francisco street. The occasion self and $1,000 a year for each of the
all
Points
and
in New
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
Douglas,
Anv ladv reader of this naner will beinS " honor of St. John's Day. The seven minor children, of which she
The three adult 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
thor- will have custody.
was
music
was
and
very
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
"
good
a
on
clever
request,
receive,
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
children will each receive
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Coffee Strainer Coupon privi- oughly enjoyed by all the neighbors.
is also provided on the third Monday of each month
It
One of the most careful and pains- of the earnings.
Wis.
It
Dr.
from
Shoop, Racine,
lege
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
that the company shall purchase a at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
is silver-platevery pretty, and posi- taking students enrolled at the institute
is Mr. Jose Villanueva, a gradu- residence in Spokane for Mrs. Hunt- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
tea
or
all
of
dripping
tively prevents
&
a cost not to exceed $15,000, Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corcoffee. The Doctor sends it, with Lis ate of the Government Indian school ley at
lifetime. dially invited to attend.
new free book on "Health Coffee" of this city. Mr. Villanueva was em- to he used by her during her
to
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
The
pay all
agrees
corporation
as
Galisteo
at
teacher
second
simply to introduce this clever substi ployed
debts and assume all the liabiliVenerable Master.
tute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's jkist year, and has already been en the
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
now
the
outstand
ties
of
community
for
term.
this
coming
Health Coffee is gaining its great popSecretary.
Mr. Manuel Montoya, who taught ing. In the case of death of either of
jularity because of: First, its exquisite the school in District
No. 4, just south the principals or any of the children
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
B. P. O. E.
poolof the city limits, is again attending during the period of the
healthfulness ; third, its economy
For Rites and full information address
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
trust
the
agreement,
agreement
ing
a
is
an
the
and
for
institute,
applicant
l 2 lb. 25c; fourth, its convenience. certificate.
Mr. Montoya is a very hard vshalj remain, undisturbeid, the hus- holds its regular session on the secNo tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling,
A. FOX,
band or wife to have the individual ond and fourth
of each
j"Made in a minute" says Dr. Shoop. working student and conducted a very privilege of disposing of their respec- month. Visiting Wednesday
brothers are invited
successful
school
term.
last
the
for
A.
at
a
during
it
your grocer's,
Try
pleasant
A. J. FISCHER,
Miss Ruth Rendon attended school tive interests subject to that agree- and welcome.
El Paso Texas.
surprise. Sold by Frank Andrews.
Exalted Ruler.
at the Allison Presbyterian school and ment, the interests of any child leav- J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
also at the city high school, and is in- ing a direct descendant or descendINSTITUTE NOTES
deed one of the brightest students at ants passing to such issue. In the
a
and leaving no
Knights of Pythias.
the institute. She taught in one of the event of child dying
stock set aside will become
issue
Santa
the
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
(Communicated.)
encounty schools last term ami gave
Mr. Acasio Gallegos, assistant su- tire satisfaction. She is an applicant the property of the corporation to Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
perintendent of public instruction, ad- for a certificate and already has a be shared by the remaining members. O.
O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitwithheld
The
expressly
principals
TeachFe
the
Santa
dressed
County
school in view for the next term.
to the child any vested right ing Knight's invited to attend.
ers' Institute yesterday afternoon. SuMiss Frances Martinez taught the granting
and reserve the right to
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
perintendent Conway in introducing school in district No. 3, near the city in the estate
unanimous
alter
agreement tJhe JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
by
Mr. Gallegos to the teachers, referred reservoir. She is enrolled at the insti
terms for its distribution.
to him as one of the Spanish-American- s
tute and is an applicant for a certi
Huntley and his wife came to eastwho had forged ahead, and who ficate.
RETURN $13.40
ern
Washington 26 years ago from EL PASO
advancea
deal
for
had done great
the
Miss Lucy Ortiz, who is attending Audrain
where
county,
Missouri,
they
ment of the cause of education in this the institute, is considered a very
state. Mr. Gallegos delivered a most good teacher. She taught last term were married in 1S82, and
via
a claim near Endicott afterward takbeautiful and inspiring address in in Valencia county and her work was
He first engagup a homestead.
New
English and Spanish. He was roundily so well liked that the directors have ing
in
ed
live
the
horse
stock busiand
Mr. Conway next introapplauded.
at
an
her
increased salary.
in which he was successful, and
duced Mrs. Elliott of the Santa Fe Miss Ortiz is an applicant for a sec- ness,
became a bonanza wheat farmthen
R. R.
high school, and after making a few ond grade certificate.
er, one of his holdings being a ranch
over
to
floor
she
turned
the
remarks
TO
One of the brightest students in of
acres. He was one of the
Miss Sarah McCoy, who made a very mathematics is Miss Ruby Roibal, a most6,000
extensive wheat growers in the
2-- 3
and 4th.
interesting and beneficial address student of the city high school. Miss Paleuse country for years and made
Among the many things she spoke Roibal is very young and bids fair to a fortune.
Return Limit July 6th.
and retum
Embudo
about, she referred to New Mexico's become a first class teacher.
$2.65
Coming to Spokane in 1902 Huntley
system of education as second to
Mr. Narciso Lujan, who taught the expanded his operations, taking up
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
"
none in the southwestern states. This Agua Fria school last term is again a
Tres Piedras
4.55
mining and irrigation operations and
is particularly complimentary coming-a- member of the institute and an appli- afterward joined with Edwin T.
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
"
Antonito
it does from an educator who is in cant for a certificate. He intends
6.30
and Lillis F. Smith in the Exa position to know whereof she
comschool
the
National
Bank of Spokane,
change
teaching
again during
"
Chama
speaks. Mrs. Navarro, Miss Schnep-pl- e ing term.
9.50
RATES
buying Charles Sweeney's interest,
and Miss Gutterman each followed
Another of the young students of St. which gave the trio control of the
by a short talk. The students were Michael's is Mr. Ramon Gonzales. He $1,000,000 concern. He also owns a
WagonWheel Gap Ieatu? 10.70
TO ALL POINTS VIA
more than willing to stay after the is
for the practice number of town and millsites in vamerely
attending
time allowed by the program in order it affords him.
rious parts of the Inland Empire.
that they might get the good of these
Twelve children were born to Mr.
most beneficial talks.
Ten are living.
Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says: and Mrs. Huntley.
Misses Julia and Henrietta DeAgue-ro- , "After
Foley Kidney Pills, the One of the daughters, Grace Lorena,
taking
who taught last term in the Santa severe backache left me, my kidneys is the wife of Ira Hunt of Spokane,
Effective June 2nd, 1910
Fe county schools, and gave satisfac- became stronger, the secretions natur- the other children living with Mrs.
tion, are attending the present insti- al and my bladder no longer pained Huntley. They are: Jesse Blaine, ATLANTIC CITY
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
$74.05
tute, and are applicants for teachers' me. I am glad to recommend Foley Mabel Frances, Carl Raymond, 19
certificates. They are both gradu- Kidney Pills." In a yellow package. years; Lawrence Piatt, 17 years; ASBURY PARK
$73.70
ates of the Parochial school of this Sold
Eunice Leta, 14 years; Elva Dean, 13
by Stripling Burrows Co.
$77.95
city.
years; Emma Lilly, 10 years; Ralpfh BOSTON
Miss Joan Ballentyne, whose home
William, 8 years, and Clarke Valen
CHICAGO
$50.35
is in Chicago, 111., is in Santa Fe, and
tine, 6 years of age.
111

Pacific

Railway

Company.

safe-guard-
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
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"No-Drop-

one-twelft- h

El Paso

Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

iged

20-ye-

1--

EUGENE
G.F.&P.

I

RIO GRANDE'S

I

Ai

FISHIHS RATES

d

Noxlco

Central

FROM SANTA FE

JUL?

Best Trout

s

FISHING

Co-ma- n

In the World

lew

Tickets at Union Depot.

Mexico Central

AIOUMEIITS

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Gall up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. GLOSS

What a Summer Cold May Do.
A summer cold if neglected fs just
as apt to develop Into bronchitis or
pneumonia as at any other season. Do
not neglect it. Take Foley's Honey
and Tar promptly. It loosens the
cough, soothes and heals the inflamed
air passages, and expels the cold from
the system."

There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill tflae bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

CHURCH
in attendance at the institute. She reDETROIT
$60.35
TEXAS R. R. COMMISSION TO
ceived her education in Chicago and
MAIL
CAR
TAKE
PROBLEM.
D.
UP
C,
Miss
is
HOT
SPRINGS
Ballentyne
Washington,
$44.60
Church of the Holy Faith.
in New Mexico because she likes our
Houston, Texas, June 25. On comFifth Sunday after Trinity, June plaint of S. M. Gaines, superintend- KANSAS CITY
customs and climate, and will very
$35.35
ent of the railway mail service of
probably remain here permanently. 26th, 1910.
$44.35
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
these parts, the Texas Railroad Com- ST. LOUIS
She has been offered a very lucrative
11
a.
sermon
at
and
mission may in the near future scru- NEW YORK
Morning prayer
position in Socorro county.
$75.15
tinize tdie mail cars run on some TexMr. J. L. Smith, who came to New m.
W.
F.
PRATT,
as railroads.
Mexico from Greenfield, Mo., about 15
Mr. Gaines says that
Minister in Charge.
none of the roads in Texas use cars
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
years ago, and who has been teachwhich are really defective and that
Presbyterian Church.
ing school for that length of time
BETWEEN
such extraordinary factors of danger
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
in Santa Fe and Rio Arriba counties,
as must be met by the mail clerks are
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
is attending the institute, and is an
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. due to the practice of using cars partapplicant for a second grade
Mr. Smith has already a pos- m. by the Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of Al- ly built of wood in trains composed
&
ition assured him in Rio Arriba coun- buquerque.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
ty for the coming term.
The following young ladies, stu- at 7:45 p. m.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
dents of the Parochial school, of this
Everyone welcome.
a. m. Daily.
city, are in constant attendance at the
"My father has been a sufferer from sick
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
headache for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
never found any relief until he began For information regarding freigh t
Worship at 11 a. m. Theme of dis- taking your Cascarets. Since he has
iuterebUid and eliouli knnw
"Home."
beeun takine Cascarets he has never had
and passenger rates etc. Call
course:
about the wonilertut
the headache. They have entirely cured
Senior League at 7 p. m.
MARVELVVhirling Spray
recommend
at city office, Laughlin Block
Worship-- 7:45 p. m. Theme of dis him. Cascarets do what you
It clwuiM'a
the Friend of
course:
or Phone 145.
II20 Kesiner St . w. inaiauauuns, mu.
Ask your dnwist for
II lie cannot Buppiy
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
Cfrii-flcat-

Santa Fb

El Paso

1b

rtlen,
fed?' It siTUiKll,
directioi
M
full particulars
nln.lla n lndtPfl.
44 iin.tSBd Street. IEW XOPK.

illuHt.rivt.pd

I

"",v

''if at

Ju.

HwjftIfggJj

7:45.

C. F. LUCAS,

Pastor.

Do Good. Never SickenJWeaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
925
cure or your money back.

L H. GIBSON,
City

Frt & Pass.

Agt.
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CREMATED

.

toric culture of the two regions was
not very different. The present Pueblo
culture has developed characteristics
that may be regarded as autochthonous or modifications due to environment, but it shared much with the
early prehistoric culture of the ancients of California and the west
coast.

GLIFE DWELLERS
BODIES

John Wetherill, Brother of
Trader Murdered by Nava-joe-

NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer..

SCARCE

BURIALS

W. C. T. 0. NOTES.

EXPLAINED

Calcined Human Remains in
Spruce Tree House Tell
the Tale.
(J. Walter Fewkes, in Records of The

Past.)
com-- .

Several archaeologists
have
mented on the relatively small numher of human burials that have been
found near the cliff dwellings of Colo-- !
rado and Arizona,. Although these
buildings have been inhabited many
generations, the whole number of human skeletons that have been exhumed from or near them is very
small. Contrast this with the multitudes that have been found in smaller
ruins like Sikyatki or Homolobi, the
cemeteries of which cover an extensive region about the ruin, from the
foundations of the outer walls far out
in the plain.
I was particularly impressed with
this scarcity of human burials while
engaged in the reparation of Spruce
Tree House and Cliff Palace, the two
largest ruins in the Mesa Verde National Park. Repeated search having
failed to reveal the cemetery, I concluded that the inhabitants had some
way besides inhumation for disposing
of their dead. The discovery of calcined human remains in an enclosure
behind the rooms revealed the fact
that the dead were not always buried,
and accounted for the small number
of human interments that have been
found. It leaves no doubt that the inhabitants of Cliff Palace cremated perhaps the greater number of their dead
in special walled enclosures for that
purpose, one of which was brought to
light by the excavation of the refuse
heaps of the cave. This enclosure was
found to contain a large quantity of
calcined human hones, considerable
amount of ashes and several mortuary
offerings. The roof of the cave above
it was blackened with smoke.
An examination of the refuse heap
in the rear of Spruce House also revealed a quantity of bone ashes, but
no human bones; the whole roof of
the cave being blackened with smoke.
Similar evidences of cremation exist
in other cliff houses, where there are
like enclosures and refuse heaps situated in the cave hehind the houses.
But evidence of cremation is not confined to these refuse heaps; it occurs
on the mesa above Cliff Palace where
can be traced rude stone enclosures
in which occur fragments of calcined
human bones accompanied by mortuary offerings.
The existence of cremation among
the inhabitants of the Mesa "Verde
ruins has been known for many years
and was apparently discovered by Mr.
John Wetherill. Although it is mentioned by Baron Gustav Nordenskiold,
it seems not to have been verified by
later writers, or given the importance
it merits. The discovery of cremation
is very importamong
ant in a study of Pueblo culture, for
it shows that the custom was wider
in its distribution in prehistoric times
than at present. Archaeological evidences of this method of disposal of
the dead have been found at the ruin
-

called by Mr. Cushing, Los

'

Muertos,

j

Happiness is the laudable goal
which all mankind desire to reach.
There are those who believe that all
happiness lies in pleasure. Their chase
after it reminds us of the child blowing soap bubbles, or the one attracted
by the glowing wings of the butterfly,
or the fruitless search for the pot of
gold at the foot of the rainbow's arch.
Others selfishly seek for power and
believe that if they can draw all
things under their control, as the magnet causes the particles of iron to
cling to it, to obey its mandates, to
add to its power, that this constitutes
happiness, but does it? Is it possible
to acfor any one thus
quire any degree of real happiness?
And what is the result of such ambition? We are told that we are on our
eighteen mile branch of railroad, instead of an the main line because of a
few persons seeking their happiness
in this way and are we not victims
of our immense indebtedness through
the innate selfishness of another wno
has sought his happiness in this selfsame way?
Others believe money to be the key
to happiness. Like Midas of old they
try to turn every thing they touch to
gold. As they are able to succeed
they reap the same gratifying results
as the old king. As he lifts the goblet
of crystal water to his lips it turns to
molten gold; the appetizing viands to
satisfy his hunger become dishes of
gold heaped with the shining metal;
the beautifully woven garments to
warm and adorn his body, as they
touch it turn to shimmering vestures
No, no! happiness is one of
the things that cannot be found in
gold, nor power, nor pleasure; but it
it found in love, in duty, in service to
God and to our fellow men, and as it
is found in these things for individuals, so must it be for us as a city or
a state.
We are soon to be born into the sisterhood of states. Soon? Well, in the
,
and it is
next year, or two, or
most
a
a good thing,
important thing
to be well born! How are we going to
come into the Union? Will be come
Wno are
in
to frame the laws that shall govern
our existence? Will they be men who
are seking their own, and not their
neighbors' good? Will they he men
who with booze and boodle will buy
their way Into office? Or will they be
men who like Judge Morrison "Would
knock a man down tho' he were ten
feet tall, if he should offer to buy his
vote or ask him for money," or like B.
M. Read, thoroughly conversant with
laws, who will do right no matter what
it costs him; or like Harry Hanna who
has unflinchingly fought greed, graft,
corruption, injustice and made Santa
Fe a cleaner city because he has made
it harder for men to do wrong and in
this way easier for them to do right.
We want men to frame our constitution who will see to it that our $8,000,-00now being spent to curse our fair
territory is turned into avenues of
blessing. We do not want and we can-nhave men who are so selfish and
as to want the
so
received for license from iniquitthi-ee-

0

o

$133,-00- 0

short-sighte- d

ous,

home-cursin-

g

bus-

iness to think they can have any part
in framing laws which are to govern
us.
We want the nine hundred men who
are handling this money to unite with
us in helping to turn this immense sum
of money into channels of blessing for
themselves and others.
The one who loves us most and
cares for us with more than a mother's tenderness, has said: "Woe to
him that giveth his neighbor drink,
that putteth the bottle to him and
maketh him drunken also." God's
woes are eternal and we do not want
them to come to any one, this is why
we beg you to turn your time, your
energy, your money into the things
that will bring blessings and not
curses to yourselves and others.
Let us keep constantly in our minds
the fact that the Lord is establishing
His kingdom in the earth, that he is
requiring of each one of us our full
meausure of labor in building up that
which is right and pure and true and
good, and also in undermining and
pulling down all that is wrong and

and at Casas Grandes on the Salt and
Gila rivers, in southern Arizona, and
in ruins on the San Pedro. The custimes
tom survived into historic
the
at
certain
tribes
among
living
mouth of the Colorado, in California
and on the west coast. It is said that
at the time of Coronado the Cibolans
cremated their dead, but no archaeological evidence that the Zunis burnt,
their dead can be mentioned and no
proof has yet been found that the people who inhabited the Little Colorado
ruins practiced this custom; on the
other hand it is known that the
ancient inhabitants of these ruins
their dead. Although it
looks as if this custom was formerly
spread over the whole southwest, the
present Pueblos do no burn their dead.
In this connection the existence of
underground habitations or pit dwellings should be mentioned. Prehistoric
subterranean rooms have been found
at Casa Grande, on the San Pedro and
in the Luna valley. The old caves
near Flagstaff, the cavate room in the
Verde and at the Puye in New Mexico,
are artificial underground structures
belonging to the most ancient culture IF FA"L TO CORE ANY GANGER or TIMOR
of the southwest. Although in the I TREAT BEFORE IT POiSGNS DEEP GLAKDS
southwest subterranean houses have WITHOUT KHIFE C? PAIN. NO PAY UNTIL CL'RED
been long abandoned as dwellings, sur- 5000 CURED
SW0RM TO. NO
vivals of the habit of excavating OR
OTHER SWINDLE.
rooms underground still persist in cer- AN ISLAND PLANT
THECUHTC
tain ceremonial rooms, ordinarily call- MAKES
ASS0LUTE GUARANTEE
or
Subterranean assembly Any Tumor, Lumpace
ed kivas.
l
Sore on
rooms of both circular and rectangu- or Bodytlie 6Lip,
moni'ii
CANCER
Thoy
lar types were used by California IS
nover pain until Inst
tribes, and the custom extended along (stage.
SENT ntr.K
the west coast, northward into Alaska. BOOK
with testimonials ci' liun- The custom of cremation found rffpHs flltrni nUer nf::i'"!l 33
failed. Write ami nslilhori.
years enrin Cancers 21 here
among boh the prehistoric and hiscliff
and
the
toric peoples of Arizona
dwellers of the Mesa Verde was not IS CANCER, and if neglected it will always
less widely distributed than that of poison deep eland? in the .'irmpit. and kill quickly
DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY,
building habitations underground; Address
Managers U. S. CANCER CURE, LARGEST in the WOULD
are
customs
there
both
indicated that
745 AND 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
cultural likenesses between California KINDLY MAIL TO SOMnWE WITH CANCEL
and Pueblo tribes and point to the con,
"M"
clusion that the most ancient prehis- -
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FOR RENT One
furnished or unfurnished.

house

six-roo-

D. S.

Lo-witz-

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.
WANTED Good
Mrs. C.
Agua Fria street.

cook; reference
Dudrow,

V.

T-'.-

acres.

Planing mill complete.
The Territorial Engineer will take I r FOR SALE
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p
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m
old
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M'tung,
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nsideration
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I,esch.nil
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Notice for Publication

CONSTITUTION of the state of Oklahoma for sale. Price oOc. Leader
Printing Company, Guthrie, Okla.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

Isolated Tract.

No. 012067.

No reason why the little daughter
shouldn't have stylish shoes that are good to
look at beside being comfortable and long- iv earing Here is a line that

-

lu- - (...nnfinir
rr,irvr liir.
Siailllll, Ul
FOR RHfNT Five room house on
the above application must file their
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
objections substantiated with affidav- at 248 San
Francisco street.
its

(:nn
.j....

(properly backed with application
number,) with the Territorial Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.

Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
FURNISHED ROOMS ExceptionalJune 3, 1910
well ventilated, large rooms, home
ly
Notice is hereby given that, as direasonable, 271 Palace
surroundings,
rected by the Commissioner of the avenue.

General Land Office, under provisions
of Act of Congress approved June 27,
WANTED Salesmen to sell stock of
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
gives a choice of many styles
live men
company;
manufacturing
public sale, to the highest bidder, at
for sustlers; referpay
only;
good
up-to-da- te,
10
a.
o'clock
on
m.,
leathers,
the 27th day of ences. Sales
Manager, Box 371, Altus,
July, at this office, the following Okla.
described land:
SE 4 of NE
of Sec. 15, T. 15,
AGENTS Mail
order men and
dictionary
every
N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
nthors tn toll iiafiiiit fnldincr
size
Any person claiming adversely the umt)1.t,lla
(jreatm thingout.
land are advised to boro
Co., 251 39th
Manufacturing
file their claims, or objections, on
N. y.
orSu.(,Pti
Brooklyn.
CUSTOM MADE BY
uciuie uie time aesignatea ior saie.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED ExRegister,
ertheimer-Swartunnecessary. Sel our brands
perience
FRED MULLER,
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
Receiver.
for full particulars at once. Globe
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
Mr. B. F. Kelley, Springfield, 111.,
writes: "A year ago I began to be
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
troubled with my kidneys and bladder, expense to learn trade of electricity,
which grew worse until I became automobiles,
plumbing, bricklaying by
alarmed at my condition. I suffered actual work on contract jobs. Only
Portland 3; Sacramento 4.
wicked, "whatsoever destroyeth and
also with dull heavy headaches and few months
maketh a lie," and at the end of our
required; 200 students last
the action of my bladder was annoy- year. Catalogue
Louisville 0; Milwaukee 7.
journey he will reward each of us acfree. United Trade
ing and painful. I read of Foley Kid- Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
Indianapolis 2; Kansas City 7.
cording to our work. What will the
Southern League.
harvest be to each one of us? Will it
ney Pills and after taking them a few
Nashville 0, 1; Memphis 1, 0.
weeks the headaches left me, the
be garnered sheaves or nothing but
TYPEWRITERS
Atlanta 3; Chattanooga 4.
L. A. H.
action of my bladder was again
leaves?
normal, and I was free of all distress." f'li'aiied, adjusted ftnd repaired. Now
Montgomery 3; New Orleans 4.
platens furnished. Ribbons find supplies
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
Birmingham 3; Mobile n.
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 minTypewriters sold, exelmr.tied and rented
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pain
Standard makes handled. All repair worl-an"MY DADDY IS A
Notice for Publication.
Tablets. The formula is on the
Santa Fe
typewriters guaranteed.
GRAND OLD MAN."
box. Ask your Doctor or DrugTypewriter Exchange.
(06888, Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior,
gist about this formula! Stop womanU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Jewelers and Auto
OPTICIANS,
ly pains, headache, pains anywhere. Fathers' Day Was Observed in Many
Dealers write AT ONCE for excluJune 22, 1910.
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis., for free
Churches and in Many Homes of
Notice is hereby given that Jose sive Agency for Moritz Pat. Invisible
trial to prove value. Sold by Stripling
This Country.
of Lamy, N. M., who, on July Eye Shield, attaches to spectacles or
'Alires
Burrows Co.
June 25. "My 21, 1905, made
Spokane, Wash.,
homestead entry ( se- eyeglasses; eliminates goggles. MorDaddy is a Grand Old Man" was the rial 06888), No. 8416, for E
SW itz Optical Co., 641 N. Broadway, St.
spirit of special sermons by pastors all
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec- Louis, Mo.
over the country on the occasion of tion 18,
Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
Fathers' Day, and many endorsed the N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of The Conservation of Nature's Removement, originated by Mrs. J. B. intention to make final five year proof
HOW THEY STAND.
sources.
Dodd of this city, by wearing red to establish claim to the land above
Applies as well to our physical state
Nelroses
in their coat lapels. Mayor
described, before Register
and Re- as to material things. C. J. Budlong,
National League.
Won. Lost Per Ct. son S. Pratt declined to issue a proc- ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, WashingtoE, R. I., realized his condi.679 lamation, calling upon the residents of N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910. tion, and took
17
30
Chicago
warning before it was
Claimant names as witnesses:
21
32
.604 Spokane to observe the day, giving as
New York
too late. He says: "I suffered severeAlberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San- ly from kidney trouble, the disease be24
.529 his reason he has no desire to stand
27
Pittsburg
26
.509 sponsor. "Besides," he added, "we al- chez, Juan Sanchez and Francisco ing hereditary in our family. I have
27
Cincinnati
special days." Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
.481 ready have enough
27
25
taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Philadelphia
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.446 This, however, did not deter Mrs.
31
25
St. Loins
Remedy, and now consider myself
broached
Dodd
in
She
her ambition.
434
30
23
Register. thoroughly cured. This should be a
Brooklyn
.333 the plan to a number of ministers of
38
19
Boston
warning to all not to neglect taking
the gospel and others, asking: "With
Tf you are in need of
Foley's Kidney Remedy until It is too
anything,
try
all due respect to mothers, what is a New Mexican Want Ad.
American League.
late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
Won Lost Per Ct. home without a father?" The answer
19
.618 came full and strong: "Come to think
35
Philadelphia
.617 of it, we're some pumpkins after all.
37
23
Detroit
for many
32
.615 We've been overlooked
20
New York
.550 years. Let's take our light from under
24
30
Boston
We'll
28
.451 the bushel. We'll celebrate!
23
Chicago
They did ana
.438 have a real holiday."
21
27
Cleveland
22
.393 in doing they placed "dad" upon a
34
Washington
14
.204 high pedestal, not as "the old man,"
39
St. Louis
but as father, the head of the house,
king for a day. Mrs. Dodd is working
Western League.
RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED.
Won Lost Per Ct. to extend the movement all over the
.586 nation.
24
34
Wichita
33
24
.579
Sioux City
THE JACKSON LOAN & TRUST COMPANY
33
.559
26
Denver
29
29
.51)0 TERRIBLE
Omaha
Ft Worth, Texas and Jackson, Mississippi
STRAIN
.491
28
29
Lincoln
29
.475
32
Des Moines
.407
22
32
St. Joseph
RESULTED NOT AMISS
.389
33
21
Topeka

all

many
patent, black, tan and a
with
pair
from
up.

1--

4
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Shoe Co.,

s
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25-ce-
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BASEBALL.

1-- 4

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE

LONG TIME, EASY PAYMENTS.

THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
American League.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Cleveland at Chicago.
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.

on usee

1

YESTERDAY'S

A

i

GAMES.

.

120-rA'.i-

FOR REXT Furnished room. Use
of bath. Lady only, 107 Johnson St.

4

self-center-

of gold.

WANT

Number of application 44S.
Santa Fe, N. M. June 2, 1910.
Noti e is
eiven that on the
iCth day of May, 1910, in accordance
with Section 20, Irrigation Law of
Vm, lienito Seili-- of Kennedy, county of Santa Fe, Territory of New
Mexico, made an application to the
Territorial Engineer of Nt-Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
public waters of the Territory of New
Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Galisteo Arroyo at a point. NV
of Sec. 4. T. 13 N., R. 9 E., by
means of diversion and 1 hi. ft. per
see., is to be conveyed to Sec. 4, T.
13
., R.
E., by means of ditches
and there used for irrigation of 90

s,

Makes Discovery

PAGE SEVEN.

National League.

Pittsburg 6; Chicago

K

'

5.

Cincinnati 4; St. Louis 2.
Boston 6; Philadelphia 4.
American League.
St. Louis 8; Detroit 1.
Boston 2; Washington 1.
New York 2; Philadelphia 1.
Chicago 4; Cleveland 2.
Western League.
St. Joseph 5; Omaha 3. '
Wichita 4; Lincoln 1.
Des Moines 5; Topeka 3.
Denver 13, Sioux 3.
Pacific Coast League.
San Francisco6; Vernon 1.
Los Angeles 5; Oakland 2.

j

'

j

Lenoir Lady, After Two Weeks
Labor, Feels
Grinding
Better Than Ever.

Lenoir, N. C "I am not tired at all,
and am stouter than I have ever been,"
writes Mrs. Kate Waters, of Lenoir, N. C,
"although I have just finished a two
I lay my strength to
weeks' wash.
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I have taken
a lot of it and I can never praise it
enough for what it has done for me. I
can never thank you enough for the ad- -j
vice you gave me, to take Cardui, for
Bince taking it I look so well and am
stout as a mule."
You are urged to take Cardui, that gen- -I
tie, vegetable tonic, for weak women. Its
use will strengthen and build up your sys- -i
tern, relieve or prevent headache, back- -j
ache and the ailments of weak women.
It will surely help you, as it has helped
thousands of others, in the past 50 years.
N. B.-to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment
tor Women," sent ia plain wrapper, in request.

AND RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMPORTS TO VISITORS
'

MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

J.

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information
JOHN B. McMANUS
H. O'RIELLY,
President.
Secretary.
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!word tnat 450 t0 500 wil1 accompany NO WEEVIL
SO FAR IN
(the team and are coming prepared to
SOUTHWEST TEXAS.
give Santa Fe a good game. Come out
, Pe
fo
boost
Santa
r
and the home, Hongto Tex
jand
(Continued From Pa0e two.)
(Continued From Page Five.)
25.Although
team. Admission 35c. Grand stand'
cotton bolls are well developed m
Ladies
15c.
to
free
stand
grand
Have you examined those hand bags
most parts of southwest Texas, so far
Miss .Marion J. Bishop, daughter of
no boll weevils have made their apMr. and Mrs. Charles I,. Bislhop, has at Fischer's yet? It will pay you.
Don't Fail to See the greatest Pic- - TEXAS STOCK MEN WANT
returned from Boston where she has
pearance. Owing to the fact that rainy
f t
music.
ttire today, iving niawaru s iuucii,
been studying
WILD ANIMAL BOUNTY. XI"caiuer
,
nere is nardly ever ionowea
in the Elks' theatre Sunday night.
Miss Margaret Nessel who was
!by cloudy skies the boll weevil has
Tired of never mnnh rhnn
Houston.
Owing to the death of my sister,
, Texas., June 25.
charge of the laundry at the U. S. In:
nuu.c au any.. niuc, uuii
dian Industrial School has resigned Mrs. Hase at: Albuquerque, my place losins; annuaiiv thousands of animals, this year cotton
and will go to her home in Rush City of business will be closed on Monday. the stockmeil of Texas have inau- - particularly fortunate. Cotton in these
Minn.
o
ia
guraxea a vigorous camimigu iui uic
least a weet ate
creation of a wild animal bounty law.
slop ana sec mc
Miss Verna Hinckley, daughter of
the late S. R. Hinckley, will arrive in operation. S. F. Water & Light The work wiu b& carried on through
the live stock raisers association, not-tonight from San Diego, California, Co.
A Special .Rate of $13.40, El Paso
t raig.
and
ami will spend several days as the
gn
ab, the catu
oreaniaztions. While the settled
MONEY AND METALS.
guest of Mrs. C. A. Haynes on John- and Return, via New Mexico Central3
son street, before resuming her trip h n .. (the davlieht train) July 2,
of the state are no longer ser
New York, June 25. Call money
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

.

20 to 60c a dz
ORANGES
20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver .Plated Orange Spoon.
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MARKETJEPORT

STRAWBERRIES

.

on ice, fine

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in
getables.
s
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F. ANDREWS

4.

special :
SALE

Ale have

Ptae M

4.

SPECIAL
MDttwriSKiifo

SMG

Just received our new Stock of this

7--

I

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

CO

DRY GOODS

ADOLF SELIGMAN
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j,,,,

1

1--

3--

:
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

'

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
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SATISFACTION ASSURED

bLAbb CORRICK'S HACK LINE

rrFok

E
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p'foiKw B"ies aii SaM'8 Horses

HACK SERVICE
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summer wearables, look over the situation and ASK YOURSELF "WHERE ARE
APT TO DO THE BEST?" There can be but one answer

JYOU
fw"Atthe

BIG STORE, of course-

-

of Ladies Muslin

Un-

derwear, Dainty and
NOTABLE ASI SORTMENT of Ladies
Gloves; Chamois Gloves in long
and short lengths: Silk Gloves in all "fc.
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.
-

Serviceable Nainsook and Embroidery.
A new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in. All the New Shades
in Lisle, Silk, Embroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well
as plain; alPsizes.
mum
,

iu

mm

PROMPT AND SATISFACTORY

Vl

V ICv

IS A P0INT WE NEVER

OVERL0K

For Fine Selection. High Grade Goods and
ii,
The Store

Santa Fe,

of Quality

New Mexico.

